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Ink flowing like a river—
for 125 years ‘at the Rapids’

E. L. Peterson making his weekly trip to the post office,
left, with newspapers to be mailed in the early 1940s.
Peterson always walked and never drove even though he
owned a car. (Photo provided by Eric Peterson)
Above, the first Pelican Rapids newspaper under the
flag “Pelican Rapids Press.”

For 100 years, the Peterson family
was the Pelican Rapids Press
“I wish to say that I am here to
stay and that I shall use my
best efforts to give the people of
Pelican Rapids a paper they
will feel like supporting.”
E.L. Peterson

First successful publisher
in Pelican Rapids

By Paul Gubrud
Special Correspondent

As the Pelican Rapids Press celebrates its 125th anniversary this year,
it is appropriate to understand how it
has been in business since it started in
1897.
It is the oldest business in Pelican
Rapids, with only the Farmers Elevator Co. opening in 1905 being nearly
as old.
Pelican Rapids was a booming little
settlement in the 1870s and 1880s,
with Yankees emigrating from the

eastern states, followed by a wave of
Scandinavians from Norway and Sweden. R. L. Frazee bought the original
dam and turned it into a thriving flour
mill. Using his wealth, he also built
the first bank. Other entrepreneurs,
such as O. A. E. Blyberg and Frazee’s
brother Theodore followed to establish their businesses.
Rail service to Pelican Rapids began
in 1882, bringing more immigrants,

Continued on Page 5

Editor’s note: History enthusiast Paul Gubrud is a
regular contributor to the Pelican Rapids Press, covering a
range of topics—but is most known for exploring local and
area history.
A Scambler Township resident, Gubrud grew up in
Dawson, MN, a small town very much
like Pelican Rapids. He attended the
University of Minnesota-Morris,
graduating with degrees in chemistry
and biology in 1976. He moved to
Pelican Rapids in 1986 to work for
West Central Turkeys, Inc., where he
eventually became the director of
quality assurance. In 1997, he
accepted a similar position at Barrel O’
Fun Snack Foods in Perham. He
worked in the food industry for most of
his career.
Now retired, much of Gubrud’s work
is geared toward local and area history,
and how the lakes area’s past
intersects with the present.
His “Looking Back” column appears weekly in the Press.

Pre-internet ‘social media’
Facebook ain’t got nothin’ on local scoop sleuths of the past
Editor’s note: Pelican Rapids High School graduate
Kim Pederson’s regularly appearing column in the
Pelican Rapids Press is a special
feature, with a Baby Boom generation
theme.
Pederson herself is a “Boomer”—
Pelican Class of 1976.
Her reflections will appear regularly
in the Press.
Born and raised in Pelican Rapids,
Kim continues to live in the area. Kim
spent most of her professional life
working at Otter Tail Power Company
in Fergus Falls and was the manager
of Market Planning at the time of her
retirement. She is a freelance writer
and is currently working on a series of
short children’s stories.
We encourage readers to connect with Kim at a special
email address:
pressbabyboomers@gmail.com

Looking back through the newspaper “social
columns” of the 60s and 70s, the names change
but the activities, not so much.
How wonderful. How comforting. A steady
drumbeat of things that matter and a sense of
home. A shower for a hopeful bride.
The birth of a baby. An anniversary.

By Kim Pederson
Special Correspondent

Long before Facebook, a small but mighty cohort of
local news columnists kept their fingers on the pulse of
area social happenings.
Reporters representing Pelican Rapids, and Scambler,
Erhard, Norwegian Grove, Maplewood, Rothsay, Dunn,
Dent, Lida, and Tansem townships, preserved our traditions and made home more than a dot on a map.
“My mother would start making phone calls to friends
and neighbors on Monday and spend two days getting
the local news to the Press,” recalls Sarah Peterson Norton, daughter of Gary and Mary Carol Peterson. “She
had her regulars that she would call weekly, but people
called her too.”
Mary Carol did the area news for Pelican and her husband, Gary, was publisher of the Press from 1961 to
2002. Boomers may recall the legacy of the Peterson
family’s steady presence at the Pelican Press from 1906
to 2002.
“Anybody who knew my mother understood that she
operated on her own time clock, often causing my dad to
hold the paper until her local news arrived. She did the
column for as long as I can recall and stopped about the
time dad retired,” recalls Sarah.
Gary Peterson, Sarah’s brother, recalls sprinting to the
Press office with his mom’s cursive handwritten column.
“And she had her usuals who would call weekly with a
tidbit for every paper. She’d include it no matter how
small of a deal it might have been,” he says.
The local news was primarily social, focusing on vacations, birth announcements, and parties, but meatier issues such as snow and crop comparisons between
townships also were hot topics. People freely shared their

health issues with few details being off the record: “So
and so” was in the hospital with a “urogenital and urinary
tract condition,” or a “ticker that just isn’t ticking,” or a
“mystery skin condition that may or may not be contagious, but they’ll know in a week.”
Occasional shopping trips to Fargo and Minneapolis
were highlights, but popular drop-in Sunday afternoon
guests dominated the columns. (Try to wrap your head
around a car full of people showing up unannounced and
unplanned, midafternoon on a Sunday, for coffee that
stretches into dinner that stretches into more coffee and
desserts. Folks had been out “for a drive” and figured
they might stop in to see the Nelsons or Hansons on any
given day because, surely, they were not doing anything
else.)
“I can still see my mom standing for hours at the phone
taking notes on her tablet,” says Bonnie Hovland
Harry. Bonnie’s mother, Birdella Hovland, pen name
Mrs. Leonard Hovland, reported the news for Norwegian Grove. “The phone hung on the wall, and I think it
may have been a party line at the time,” says Bonnie.
Party lines served from two to twenty homes, and in most
systems, each home had a certain ring, which was actually a mix of short and long rings. Each family had to recognize their own ring code so they could answer calls
directed to their home.
One of the best resources for genealogy researchers is
the newspaper social column. They are an excellent
source of information about ancestry. These features
have gold nuggets of genealogical information not found
anywhere else. According to GenealogyBank.com, news-
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Friday night in Pelican Rapids

Downtown Pelican Rapids, about 1963. Note the “Pure” oil gas station at far left, and the stately
main street “anchor” store, Walt Boe’s Grocery. Also visible, Pelican Home Bakery, Broadway Cafe,
and Swan’s Rexall Drug. Photo from the Tom Albright collection.

Druggist Lloyd Swan and staff at his Fountain Service Counter, probably about 1963. Known
locally as the “red carpet store” after it was remodeled in the early1960 ‘s, the Swan Rexall was a
classic version of the main street drug store.
Photo from the Tom Albright collection. Tom, a Pelican native and PRHS graduate in the late
1960s, added a note: “Cherry and lime Cokes...and the best caramel rolls and milk shakes!”

For country kids of a bygone era, going to town after a
week on the farm was both commerce—and a
‘Norman Rockwell’ outing—as they parade from store
to store, chatting with merchants and neighbors

Editor’s note: Pelican Rapids Press reader Liala
Nordling submitted this nostalgic remembrance of
Pelican Rapids, in a different time.
We were delighted to read, and feel, what the
bustling town was like at a time when farm folks—
especially the kids— enjoyed with wonder the highly
anticipated trip “into town” from their rural farmsteads.
Thanks, Liala—we’re sure many readers will identify with your remembrances, and also many of the
business names referenced here.

get a tractor corn planter to replace his worn out horsepulled one. He offered a good deal. Dad said he had to
think on that.
I would like to take you on a simulated trip up and down
Our next stop was Ebersvillers implements to get
Broadway, on a Friday night. This is to tell life as I saw it some cycle sections for the cycle on the old mower. He also
on Friday night in the summer back when I was a kid.
needed rivets for them. They talked farm prices, and the
They had a drawing for Pelican Bucks on Friday economy. He had a couple of good stories we probably
evenings back then. We would get the chores, including
shouldn’t have heard, but boy, were they good!
milking, done early, so we could get to town to pick up the
We now turned to go down Broadway. We had no use for
cream, or milk check from the creamery, getting the stuff Honns Men's shop, because their prices weren't in Dad's
on our list before going home.
line, or style.
The main stores and the bank would be open late this
Same went for Grina's style shop. Mother didn't go
one weekday night. Our main thing was to socialize with there because of our budget, and she could sew what we
town people, neighbors, and friends, and get the things we
females needed! Dad waved as we passed the Furniture
need for the next week.
store to the Johnson Brothers Furniture Store. They
Norman Moses drove the cream truck that picked were nice guys, and were nice to talk with.
up our cream cans. Today his daughter, and my close
Our next stop was Mostue Jewelers. Dad’s watch had
friend, Norma Mae, had ridden along with him on his route
quit on him again! Mostue had a vintage Ingram’s watch
so she could spend the rest of the day with me. I liked this
he’d just reconditioned. It was magnificent.
because she’d go to the barn with me, and help get the
Arlen M. talked about how his Dad had gotten his mother
chores done faster. Dad liked it for the same reason, and a new watch for her birthday, and showed it to us. It was
he liked having her around for her quick wit, and ease with
very pretty, but we’d rather have the big old pocket watch
animals.
that was easier to read!
Dad, of course, was driving, with Mom in the front seat
Dad stopped at the Hardware Store and picked up
beside him.
bolts to finish the hay rack he was renovating. They had a
My sister was in the back in her new dress that Mom had
lot of interesting stuff here. I asked Dad to get some stuff
just finished. She also had her new school shoes on.
to fix my red wagon.
Our first stop getting to town was the Farmer's
We ran into Duane H. He showed us some marbles he’d
Elevator. They ground up our
won with his steely marble,
oats for cattle feed, adding
off of Bobby T. He said they
screenings to it. Dad filled the
We would get farm chores done early, so we were awfully pretty, but he’d
trunk as a man helped load the
give them back tomorrow,
could get to town to pick up our milk check
sacks.
before his Mama found out
Groceries, and other stuff, from the Pelican creamery, and buy the stuff on he’d been playing. He told of
would need to find a place inhis Dad’s new baby heifer
our shopping list before going home.
side our old Plymouth.
calf. He talked about how
Meanwhile, Mom and Sister The main stores and bank would be open late pretty she was. Norma Mae
got out, and started towards
how Oliver had gotten
this one night. Our main thing was to socialize said
Broadway.
his pig to train for 4H.
I saw Hulda Brown, one of with town people, neighbors, and friends, and
Our next stop was J.P.
the Brown Sisters, and
Wallace
State Bank. This
get the things we need for the next week.
started to make a beeline to
was one of my favorite stops.
talk to Dad's friend. Dad
The tellers were so interestgrabbed me.
ing. They always smiled at
“She’s talking to Benny Johnson (a county commis- Dad, making us feel high-class going in there with him. He
sioner), so it must be important.” We mozied closer to talk
got his check put in his checking account.
to her when they were through.
We crossed Mill street, and Dad gave a quick hi to the
“I know you are active in the Womens Christian grocer, but he was too interested in getting to Carr HanTemperence Union,” I said to Benny. “I myself don’t
son’s Department Store to buy those chocolate marshlike having alcohol sold in town either! Without a tavern, mallow cookies with the dollop of jam in them. They were
we don’t have a large social gathering place for towns peo- our favorites.
ple to meet.”
I saw a red pair of ankle boots as we entered Carr HanHulda, “I’ve heard the story about when there was a scare
son’s. Sister had gotten new shoes that cost more than
that the Indians were going to attack, so the town’s people
these did on sale. I asked Markus about them. He had me
back then went to the tavern to have safety in numbers.
sit down and measured my feet with that cold foot measThey were very lucky there was no Indian attack, because urer. Dad asked for the Red Wing boots he’d ordered
they partook liberally of the refreshments at the bar, and
while they were on sale.
couldn’t have protected the town in an emergency! We
The boots were so soft. Dad’s must have been the same,
don’t need that kind of establishment in this town!”
because he put them on, and was smiling big. As Markus
Our next stop was Phil Wickland’s. Dad needed a new
fitted our boots, he told us how he wanted to get the sidegas line for his WD 45. Phil talked about how Dad should
walks paved. He’d invited the city council over one day dur-

ing a heavy rain. They sat in the store and saw how much
mud people carried in on their shoes.
Our next stop was Knutson's Furniture and Mortuary. Dad wanted an electric radio for the barn. He said the
cows milked better to Country Music—but I think he had
liked listening to it.
We jaunted down to the Dime Store.They had in some
really pretty pins. I purchased penny candy, while Dad
picked up some sewing stuff he’d need to fix his binder canvas.
Kathy E. was in the store with her sister and mother getting things for school. Kathy and Norma Mae talked about
their 4-H projects.
Annette B., Wanda H., Bethy T., and the Swan sisters
were at Swan Drug. They were talking about how school
was going to be different this year. I told them how I
wanted to wear blue Jeans all winter, so I wouldn’t get so
cold. I hated putting on and talking off snowpants. They
said how they weren’t their favorite pants either! Their
mothers had ordered new sweaters for them from Montgomery Ward.
They were sure they would keep them nice and warm,
plus looking nice! Dad talked to Lloyd and purchased some
cow medications.
Mom and Sister caught up with us then. Mom listened
to us talking about school, then Old Blue Eyes (Frank
Sinatra). She liked him also, and called us the Pelican Rat
Pack. They talked about movies coming to the Theater!
Town kids went to movies more often.
We left the girls. Dad took us into the Milk Bar. We all
got double cones with a different flavored ice cream on
each side. We were hungry after walking up Broadway and
back. Man did those cones taste good! Mom didn’t want
chocolate, and worried about Sister getting her dress
mussed! She hated washing clothes!
Our next stop was Walt Boe’s grocery. Iva Moses was
there to pick up Norma Mae, and groceries. She was talking
to Norma A. and Beulah P. I was jealous of all three females, because they had driver’s licenses, and could drive
themselves any place they pleased.
They were talking about someone getting buried in
Scambler Graveyard. Iilene B. was there and said driving was a man’s job! Norma Mae disagreed, along with me.
We drove tractors, why not cars?
Walt Boe had some fruit he’d give Dad at a cheap price
because it was getting a bit old. Dad loved fruit, so we’d eat
the stuff up before it had gotten past usable.
They called out who had won the Pelican Bucks. We
didn’t win again, but we figured we’d had fun even if we
hadn’t won.
That was when Mom saw Dad’s and my new boots. She
ordered us to take them back. Dad looked at her, smiling.
“We can’t take them back because we’ve worn them, and
they don’t take back worn merchandise!”
We went back to get in the Plymouth, and get it gassed
up. I’d lost count of how many people Dad had talked to
tonight!
I gave Norma Mae a quick hug as she left with her
mother.
The cows made the cream checks that gave us those nostalgic Friday nights in bustling downtown Pelican Rapids...

By Liala Nordling
Guest contributor
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The honest truth: Pelican Press needs your support
By Louis Hoglund
Managing editor

Pelican Rapids Press managing editor
Louis Hoglund in this, the 125th year of
continuous publication of the weekly
newspaper.
He’s displaying a pelican mug that was a
special gift from Tom Albright, a late 1960s
Pelican Rapids High School graduate who is
both a faithful reader and contributor to the
Press.
“Newspaper friends” like Albright, who sent
this custom decanter as a surprise—out of
the blue and unexpected—are an example of
the folks that make the gritty, sometimes
thankless, labor of publishing a “weekly rag”
all worthwhile.

The Pelican Rapids Press continues to
sincerely thank both our readers and
advertisers for past, present, and—most
importantly—future support.
Unsettling newspaper statistics
As optimistic as we’d like to be here at the Press, it
falls upon us to also point out the grim realities of the
newspaper business.
• More than 1 in 5 U.S. Papers has closed, and that
was through 2019. Many more have closed since.
• Of 3,143 counties in the U.S., 200 of them no
longer have a newspaper at all.
• Furthermore, 1,449 counties have only one
newspaper.
• 2,514 weekly publications closed down or merged
with other papers between 2004 and 2022.
• The number of non-daily papers fell from over 7.4
thousand to just 5.1 thousand.
—Louis Hoglund, managing editor

Imagine all the barrels of ink that have
been poured over 125 years of weekly newspapers!
The Pelican Rapids Press has published
more than 6,500 editions since the first
copy rolled off the presses in 1897. (Actually, about 6,499—because in 1919, one edition was canceled due to staff illness, during
the infamous “Spanish Flu Epidemic.")
In terms of total pages of newsprint, we
estimate conservatively at about 160,000
individual pages.
Whether the Press publishes another
6,500 editions, at least in conventional
newsprint, remains to be seen.
Thanks to loyal readers and advertisers,
the Press has been a weekly staple for
households not only within the city but at
farmsteads and lake homes from Norwegian
Grove Township to Pelican, Lida, Lizzie, and
the greater lakes area.
Our 125th-anniversary edition is an upbeat statement for the newspaper, and the
community.
We at the Press are proud that we are
among the relatively few newspapers that
have maintained, and actually increased,
readership.
In Otter Tail County, we can accurately
say the Press is the second-best-read periodical—behind the Fergus Falls Journal. No
small feat, considering that Fergus Falls is
the largest population base in Otter Tail.
And, thanks to younger and more internet-savvy staff, the Press has one of the top
independent newspaper websites in the region.

“The loss of newspapers mean a loss of
community information and opposing perspectives needed in a divided political landscape,” to quote Forbes magazine.
Where would the Otter Tail lakes area be
without viable print and online newspapers?
Well, I can give you an idea. And I’m
going to specifically point to the “Conservative Coalition of Otter Tail County.” It is a
political action group, with a social media
following of less than 500. (For perspective,
the Press Facebook has between 4,000 and
5,000 followers. Our print newspaper has
an estimated readership averaging around
5,000 each week.)
The Conservative Coalition doesn’t claim
to be a “newspaper,” admittedly. But among
their followers and broader sphere of influence—the Coalition has an out-sized impact,
presenting biased information, as well as
endorsing political candidates.
Imagine that the only “news and information” is a dizzying array of political interest
social media sites? Telling you how, and
whom to vote for—from legislature down to
county and school board level, to your local
city council or township board?
With strained resources, declining revenue, and limited staff—we acknowledge
that newspapers have a difficult time consistently maintaining a journalistic mission.
But you need to ask yourself: Who do you
trust? Local newspapers? Or an assortment
of internet sources with various agendas?
We’re grateful the Press has an unusually
high—and measurable—“reader loyalty.”
“Advertiser loyalty” is another matter. We
graciously thank our advertisers for their
support.

We realize that small businesses, main
street retailers, and service sector businesses aren’t advertising like the “old days.”
There was a time when almost all businesses in a market area advertised in the
local newspaper—some of them every week
of the year.
Changes in commerce and small market
economics mean some small businesses
aren’t able to budget for frequent advertising.
But to be frank—we have businesses that
could support the local newspaper, but
don’t...or won’t.
Newspapers can’t survive on subscriptions and individual copy sales. Advertising
has always been necessary to meet staffing,
printing, newsprint, postage, and overhead
expenses.
As hesitant as we are, we will be “leaning”
on our loyal readers to help carry more of
the freight, so to speak. We are discussing
an upcoming price increase in both our annual subscription and our single copies.
An interesting new phenomenon is newspapers taking a more-or-less “non-profit”
form. There are papers now basing their
“business model” on memberships, pledges,
and fundraising campaigns.
The Press isn’t ready to convert to that
non-profit public radio and public TV-type
model—yet.
In the meantime, we continue to sincerely
thank both our readers and advertisers for
past, present, and —most importantly—future support.
We hope to see you around 125 years from
now!

How to support your local newspaper...

Subscribe: Subscribing is the easiest
way to support the local free press. Your
newspaper or online subscription helps in
two ways. First, the money goes straight to
the publication to help pay for reporters, editors, and photographers. Second, advertisers track subscription numbers and are
more likely to pay for an advertisement
when they think more people will see it.
Get a gift subscription for someone
else: Know someone who loves to follow
the news and debate current events? Get
him or her a gift subscription. It has all the
benefits of your own subscription, with the

additional benefit of reminding someone just
how valuable the local free press is.
Buy a subscription for a school, senior care center or library. Help make the
news accessible to people who otherwise
might not have access.
Place an advertisement: Businesses
that place ads in local newspapers know
that they are reaching local readers. Ads
aren’t just for business, though. Anyone with
a message to share can buy an ad. Celebrate someone’s success. Send well
wishes.
Tell local businesses that you learned

about them or their sales from the ad
they placed in the newspaper. They’ll be
more inclined to take out another one in the
future.
Engage with your local free press:
Share your thoughts with reporters and editors. Send an email or comment online not
just when you’re angry but also when you
read something really good. Tell the people
who brought you the story that you appreciate it.
Before you fire off an angry email,
think about how you frame it. Rather than
call someone an idiot or worse (you should

see some of the emails I get each week),
offer constructive criticism.
Tell elected officials that the local free
press is a priority: At all levels of politics,
elected officials tend to listen to their vocal
constituents. Send an email to a senator or
a representative urging them to support legislation that would bolster the free press.
Call your city council member and remind
them that the best way to reach the public
is through the local news. Ask candidates
where they stand on supporting the local
news media.
—Edited from the Seattle Times

A behind the scenes
glimpse of the messy
newspaper publishing
business back
in the early 1900s
Pelican Rapids Press publisher beginning in 1906, E.L.
Peterson is standing by the typesetting table while an employee
prints the paper in this early picture inside the new 1909 Press
building. Note the cluttered publisher’s desk by the front door.
(Photo provided by Eric Peterson).

Press bought in 1906
by ‘a man of sterling
character and worth’
Local historian, and former mayor, Wayne Runningen came across this
notice while researching
Pelican Rapids history.
The notice officially
marks the beginning of
nearly a century of ownership by three generations of
Petersons.
While the Press was established in 1897, 125 years
ago, the Peterson publishing framily dates to 1906.
This notice appeared in
the December 6, 1906 Pelican Rapids Press.
TO THE PUBLIC
Dear Friends:
On Dec. 1st James H.
Ralph, who has published
the Press since May 1st
1906, sold his interests to
E. L. Peterson of Faribault,
Minn.
Mr. Peterson is now the
Publisher of the Press.
James H. Ralph will continue to be the editor and
manager until January
1907. Mr. Peterson comes
well recommended to the
people of Pelican Rapids.
He is at present occupying

the position of County
Supt. Of Schools of Rice
County, Minn. He was formerly in the newspaper
business.
I wish to thank the people
of Pelican Rapids and vicinity and especially the country correspondents, for the
support they have given the

Press. I have endeavored to
publish a clean paper for
the interests of the people,
and hope in the future that
E. L. Peterson, a man of
sterling character and
worth, will receive the same
courtesy as I.
Yours truly,
James H. Ralph
Phil & Cyndy
Stotesbery
1977

CONGRATS!
to the Pelican Press

Congratulations
Pelican Rapids Press
on 125 Years
of Service!

from all of us at the

2012 Logo
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“I have been interested in the improvement of the village and community by urging public
improvements of all kinds and have been rewarded by seeing new high school buildings
erected, a water sewer and disposal plant installed, and paved streets...”

After many years of criticizing the poor street conditions in town, Peterson’s editorials finally
paid off in 1931 when Broadway was paved with concrete, pictured at right.

How E. L. Peterson has influenced Pelican Rapids
By Paul Gubrud
Special Correspondent

Elmer L. Peterson was a renaissance man of his day. He
was well educated and had experience as a school teacher,
merchant, local politician, businessman, newspaper publisher, and in his youth, farmer. He understood the people
of Pelican Rapids and was committed to making the community a better place to live.
He worked tirelessly to improve Pelican Rapids by using
his editorial pen. His witty 19th-century writing style
sounds foreign to us today. He would politely prod the village into making community improvements, most of which
exist to this day.
One of his earliest successes was promoting municipal
electrification, and in 1913, the “White Way” street lights
were installed downtown along Broadway.
E. L. Peterson always advocated for a more attractive village
Peterson’s pen brought pavement to
with parks along the river. In 1948 land near the dam was
downtown Pelican
acquired for a park and swimming area and named in his honor.
Peterson recognized that Pelican Rapids could attract vacationers to the lakes in the area. He promoted the creation
for the need for a swimming pool in Mill Pond. In 1948,
of parks along the river for the community to enjoy and
continually encouraged the town to tidy up by removing Pelican Rapids created a village park with a swimming area
trash and paving the often muddy streets. He was espe- and named it E. L. Peterson Park in his honor. He would
undoubtedly be advocating for the future water park if he
cially critical of the railroad depot as it gave visitors a poor
was at his desk today.
first impression of Pelican
Despite E. L. Peterson’s conservative naRapids. His efforts paid off in A tea-totaller, Peterson frequently
ture, as well as the community’s natural
1931 when Broadway was
wrote about the evils of alcohol and disdain for financial debt and taxes, he enpaved.
couraged using bonds to finance village inHe advocated for better fire
seemed to take delight when
frastructure projects such as a water and
protection, which meant a mureporting on when moonshiners sewer system and paving streets. He exnicipal water and sewer system
was needed. The first water- were arrested during prohibition. plained to the readers that having debt and
increased taxes would reap its benefits in
tower was erected in 1923, prothe future. When voters went to the polls
viding pressurized water to the
to vote on a bond issue, E. L.’s views often prevailed, and
town as well as better fire protection.
He advocated for the farmer and saw the Farmer’s Co- the bonds were approved.
Peterson not a fan of 1930s
op Creamery organized and built in 1912, soon becoming
Roosevelt “New Deal”
one of Pelican’s most prominent businesses. The creamery
While Peterson encouraged the village to spend on local
was able to ship butter, eggs, and dressed poultry by the
carload to distant markets, bringing greater profits for local projects, he was often critical of spending by the state and
federal governments, especially during the Roosevelt New
farmers and, in turn, more money into the community.
Deal years.
As a former educator, Peterson was
Although we don’t know if E. L. Peterson was a republipublic education booster
As a former school teacher and county school superin- can or democrat as he never claims a political affiliation,
tendent, E. L. Peterson also advocated for improving the he was clearly a conservative and a temperance man in
Pelican Rapids school system. He saw a new high school favor of the prohibition of alcohol. It was one of the reasons
built in 1916, followed by several additions over the follow- he decided to buy the Pelican Press and settle here. Pelican
Rapids had been vacillating between being a “wet” town
ing years.
He also was involved with 4-H and advocated for other and a “dry” town for years.
It was a temperance town when Peterson arrived in 1906
youth activities and sports. Several of his editorials called

Above, Richard
Peterson—the last of
the Peterson
publishing family, at
right.
He is sharing
memories with Paul
Gubrud, left, special
correspondent for the
Pelican Rapids Press,
who’s specialty is
local and area history.
At right, the late
Gary Peterson,
seated, and his
brother Richard,
about 1983.

and remained so while he was at his desk for the next 55
years. He frequently opined about the evils of alcohol and
seemed to take delight when reporting on when moonshiners were arrested during prohibition.
His editorials helped to keep Pelican a dry town until well
after his death in 1962. Pelican Rapids citizens wouldn’t
vote to approve alcohol sales until 1968.
Anti-saloon crusader, Peterson wouldn’t eat in
restaurant that served alcohol
E. L.’s grandson and third-generation Press publisher
Richard Peterson told me that both his grandfather and father, Ellis Peterson, would not eat in a restaurant that
served alcohol.
Richard gave me other insights into understanding E. L.
Peterson. Surprisingly, he did not drive even though he
owned a car. He walked everywhere in town. When he
needed to use his car, he had someone else drive for him,
usually one of his sons. This seems unusual to us today
until we realize that E. L. Peterson was 36 years old when
the Wright brothers flew their first airplane and 41 when
the first Ford Model T rolled off the assembly line in 1908.
He was a man born in the 19th century and accustomed to
walking.
He met the train daily and had a well-worn path to the
depot. He wanted to see who was getting off the train to
get the latest news from arriving visitors and locals returning home. There were also his daily walks to the post office
to get the mail and weekly trips with his wagon to mail the
Press to subscribers.
In his later years, E.L. Peterson
was Pelican’s “grandpa”
In later years, the people he talked with on his walks affectionately referred to him as “Grandpa.”
Peterson’s time wasn’t only devoted to the Pelican Press.
He also had time for the youth in Pelican Rapids, making
loans to local students so they could obtain schooling to
become teachers.
“I have been honored by the townspeople in various capacities, having served as village clerk, mayor, president,
and clerk of the school board, and serving the village in
other capacities. I have been interested in the improvement
of the village and community by urging public improvements of all kinds and have been rewarded by seeing new
high school buildings erected, a water sewer and disposal
plant installed, and paved streets,” he wrote when reflecting on his past.
E. L. Peterson was always busy with something and often
said, “I firmly believe that the best way to kill time is to
work it to death.”
He lived a long life, passing at the age of 94 in 1962.

Ellis Peterson (seated right) published the Press until 1972, turning it over to sons Gary
(center) and Richard (right). Ellis’ other sons, Roger (left) and Everett (seated left), chose different
careers.
(Photo provided by Eric Peterson)
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Ink flowing like a river
for 125 years ‘at the Rapids’

Printer, reporter, publisher—and paperboy—remembered
as Press marks 125th year of continuous publication
E.L. Peterson newspaper mission:

Continued from Page 1
and the village grew with better transportation. R. D. Wilcox came to town the same
year to establish the first newspaper he
named the Pelican Rapids Times. But
Wilcox saw greener pastures within a year
and sold the business. The new owner
couldn’t attract readers or advertisers and
sold it again within a year. The last publisher of the Times’ fortunes weren’t any
better, and the paper ceased to exist in
1884.
The next try at a newspaper was Alonzo
E. Rathbun with the Park Region Pioneer in
1886. Rathbun had been wounded in the
Civil War, and his health was failing, so his
wife took over the publisher’s responsibilities. She hired a few other women and kept
the presses rolling. In 1888, Anna Rathbun
advertised her paper as being, “as far as we
can learn, the only newspaper in the world,
the business of whose office, in all its departments, is managed entirely by women.”
Other publishers admired Mrs. Rathbun’s
strength of character, and the women became affectionately known as “The Pioneer
Ladies” by neighboring papers. “The Pioneer Ladies” continued to print the newspaper every week until May 28, 1891, when
due to Mrs. Rathbun’s own poor health, she
ceased publication.
Another publisher tried the newspaper
business later that year with the Pelican
Rapids Blade, but it lasted less than a year.
The Pelican Rapids Sentinal also tried selling newspapers in the village, but it lasted
less than eight months. By August 1894,
Pelican Rapids had no newspaper once
again. The Fergus Falls Journal filled the
void with their Pelican Rapids correspondent.
After several newspaper “misfires,”
Press launched April, 1897
The first issue of the Pelican Rapids Press
appeared on April 9, 1897, with C. Cranston
as the publisher and editor. Cranston was
hopeful that his paper would appeal to Pelican Rapids readers, but it didn’t fare any
better than the four previous papers.
Cranston sold out two years later, with the
four subsequent owners of the Press managing no better. The people of Pelican
Rapids were reluctant to read the Press, and
few local businesses would advertise. Pelican Rapids wasn’t ready for a newspaper
yet… or the town didn’t have the right newspaper publisher.
The reason was likely the demographics
of Pelican Rapids in the latter part of the
19th century. The population consisted of
English-speaking Yankees from the eastern
states and Scandinavian immigrants, but
most Norwegians and Swedes could barely
speak English, much less read it. The Norwegians preferred the Norwegian language
newspaper Fergus Falls Ugeblad and the
Swedes favored the Minneapolis Svenska
Amerikanska Posten, both of which were
published well into the 20th century.
The Pelican Press changed after Mrs.
Elmer L. Peterson, wife of the Morristown,
Minnesota newspaper editor, saw an ad in
the Minneapolis Tribune that the newspaper in Pelican Rapids was for sale and
showed it to her husband. He was interested and made a journey here to investigate. He liked the fact that the community
was a temperance town and became the
Press’ eighth owner in less than ten years.
On December 6, 1906, without much fanfare, the first Pelican Rapids Press appeared
on the streets of Pelican Rapids with the
name Peterson on it.
Few were willing to subscribe—
at a buck per year
Not surprisingly, the new newspaperman
was not very highly regarded in those days,
and few subscribers were willing to pay one
dollar for a year’s subscription for fear that

“To print a clean paper that I
wouldn’t be ashamed to
have preachers,
children or anyone else read.”

E. L. Peterson is shown at his cluttered desk in the Press office, which was the center of
operations for his 55-year newspaper career in Pelican Rapids. During his time, he witnessed
many changes in Pelican Rapids, many of which he had advocated for years. The desk exists to
this day in the care of his grandson and third-generation publisher, Richard Peterson. (photo
provided by Eric Peterson)

the editor would leave town with their
money.
Peterson knew it would be difficult to attract readers and entice businesses to advertise, so he got to work selling himself to
the community.
In his first editorial on January 17, 1907,
he stated, “I wish to say that I am here to
stay and that I shall use my best efforts to
give the people of Pelican Rapids a paper
they will feel like supporting. It shall not be
my policy to knock any business or enterprise, but I shall take special pleasure in
doing what I can to further the interests of
the village and community.”
Townsfolk must have been skeptical,
wondering how long the new owner would
last. But E.L. Peterson was a man of his
word. It wasn’t long before people got to
know him and supported the newspaper.
Readership began to increase, and along
with it, local advertising.
Newspaper operated in what is
now Strand Hardware
In those early years, the Press was located
in the basement of a building that is now
part of the Strand Ace Hardware store, but
with the paper’s success, it soon became too
small.
In 1909, Peterson bought a vacant lot and
hired a contractor. Remembering his earlier

experiences with a fire and a tornado in
Morristown, he wanted the new building to
be sturdy and fireproof, so he bought a concrete block mold. The blocks were made by
hand on the building site, and the new
building was erected before the end of the
year. Peterson sold the mold to the contractor who used it to build several other buildings in the village, most of which still exist.
Only one deadline missed in 125
years—in 1919, due to
Spanish Flu illness
For 55 years, E. L. Peterson was at his
desk in the Press office until shortly before
his death in 1962.
Only once, on Valentine’s Day in 1919, did
Pelican Rapids wake up on Thursday morning without a Pelican Rapids Press waiting
for them. The next Thursday, E. L. apologized to the public, “Owing to the illness of
the editor and the linotype operator, the
Press was not issued last week. The “old
man” is trying to get out a paper this week,
but as he is alone, it will be a rather poor excuse for a paper. However, we hope our
readers will not be too critical under the unusual circumstances.”
Peterson and his linotype operator were
among many people ill in Pelican Rapids
when the Spanish flu pandemic arrived in
the winter of 1918–1919.

The reason for early newspaper failures was likely the demographics of
Pelican Rapids in the latter part of the 19th century ... most
Norwegians and Swedes could barely speak English, much less read it.

A day at the Pelican Press in the 1920s with E. L. Peterson on the left while his son Ellis, in the
center, and an employee are setting type for the newspaper. Everyone knew how to read the
reverse type like it was normal.
(Photo provided by Eric Peterson)

E.L. Peterson and sons were family
newspaper team
In the 1920s, Peterson’s two sons, Byron
and Ellis, followed their careers in the newspaper business, going to work for their father. They learned to become proficient
linotype operators and typesetters. They
also did much of the commercial printing,
a vital part of the business in those days.
By the 1940s, Byron and Ellis were listed
as joint publishers with their father, but E.
L. continued to do much of the writing.
After Byron died in 1960, Ellis Peterson’s
sons, Gary and Richard, joined their father
at the Pelican Rapids Press. They had been
helping with the paper since they were
youngsters by doing odd jobs like sorting
used type and learning how to operate the
printing equipment. They were ready to become the third generation of Petersons to
publish the Press when their father retired
in 1972.
Gary and Richard carried
on tradition
Gary and Richard Peterson edited and
published the Press when many changes
were happening in the newspaper business.
Since their grandfather became the publisher in 1906, the paper was printed with
the linotype process. It was a hot metal
typesetting system that cast lines of metal
type, thus the name ‘line of type.’ The metal
blocks called slugs were assembled as a mirror image in printer trays and mounted on
the printing press. The pages were then assembled, folded, and bundled for distribution, a lengthy process.
In the 1970s, printing technology changed
when photo typesetting replaced linotype
printing. It made the linotype machine and
the printing press obsolete as the printing
was now done offsite. The Pelican Press’
linotype machine is still used annually at
the Western Minnesota Steam Threshers
Reunion print shop in Rollag.
The third-generation Peterson brothers,
Gary and Richard, continued publishing the
Press until 2006 with the same policy as
their grandfather, “to print a clean paper
that I wouldn’t be ashamed to have preachers, children or anyone else read.”
In a recent conversation with Richard Peterson about his publishing career, I asked
him when his grandfather retired. He told
me that E. L. never really stepped aside. E.
L. would be at the Press office every day
until shortly before his death in 1962, sometimes being more of a nuisance than helpful
to his sons. He sometimes changed things
that Byron and Ellis had already been working on. They would have to undo the
changes after their father had left for the
day.
When Ellis retired, he told Gary and
Richard that he would never do to them
what his father did to him. Ellis kept his
word and did not interfere with how his
sons managed the paper.
Peterson sale of paper
ushered in new era
The last generation of Peterson brothers
sold the Press to the current publishers,
Mike Kremer and Jeff and Julie Meyer, in
2006. Louis Hoglund, hired as the managing editor in 2010, has been applying his editorial style to the present day. Jeff Meyer
speaks highly of Lou, saying, “He is an oldstyle newspaper editor with ink in his
veins.”
Lou’s desk is every bit as cluttered today
as E. L. Peterson’s desk was 100 years ago,
apparently a common trait among newspaper editors.

Ellis Peterson, left and
above, joined his father and
brother Byron at the Pelican
Press in 1929 at the age of
21. He retired after 43 years
in 1972 when he left the
Press in the hands of his
sons, Gary and Richard.
(Above photo provided by
Eric Peterson)
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Distinct bricks
used for Pelican
Press building
From a June 22, 2001, Historic Walking Tour of Pelican Rapids.
Tour led by Chris Schuelke and Marguerite Andrews
While the Pelican Rapids Press was launched as a newspaper in
1897, it wasn’t until E.L.Peterson took the reins in 1906 that it became a
weekly source of stability.
Peterson had the Press building constructed in 1909. He brought the
forms and made the blocks for the building himself. The initials JPL on
the top of the building was J. P. Larson, the contractor. Three other
buildings in town were made of these blocks; they are at 121 South
Broadway, 301 1st Avenue SW, and 35 3rd Avenue NW. The Pelican
Rapids Press has occupied the building since its construction.
Originally, Charles Cranston established the Pelican Rapids Press in
1897. He sold the paper to E.L. Peterson, who had come from Rice
County.
The Press was not the first newspaper in Pelican Rapids. In 1882, A.
DeLacy Wood started the Pelican Rapids Times. The Times had several
owners until it was purchased by A.E. Rathbun.
The Press was originally located in the basement of the post office,
which is currently the Strand Hardware lot. When the Press building was
finished, the mold was sold to a Mr. Gilbertson, who had a gravel pit on
South Broadway. Gilbertson continued to make and sell this unique type
of concrete block for some years.
The Press remained in the Peterson family until Gary and Richard
Petersons’ retirement in 2002.

E. L. Peterson put many miles on his wagon, delivering countless
newspapers during his career. Here he is with what appears to be
mailbags on his way to the railroad depot, to send them on the train.
Years later, the wagon was stolen from his grandsons Gary and Richard.
Note the distinct molded brick design on the Press building, which was
built in 1909 and continues to serve as the local newspaper headquarters.

Newspapers:

Pre-internet ‘social media’
Continued from Page1
papers “are likely the only surviving documentation of the daily lives of your ancestors.”
Looking back through columns of the 60s
and 70s, the names change, but the activities,
not so much. How wonderful. How comforting.
A steady drumbeat of things that matter and a
sense of home. A shower for a hopeful bride.
The birth of a baby. An anniversary. The feeling
that people loved you enough that you could
stop by anytime for coffee and know you’d be
welcomed with open arms.
Unlike Facebook, the stories were mostly
positive, although bad things happened then,
too, of course.
But who can argue with families and friends
getting together to celebrate the good things?
So much better than arguing with our cousin
over vaccines on Facebook, even though we
fully realize doing so will make the next family
gathering awkward.
To the women who stood watch and told our
story, hats off to you. Thank you for taking the
time to write the story of us in the town that
made us. We mattered. Our boring little lives
mattered. And from the vast record of “us” you
left behind, you knew it all along.

Unlike Facebook, the newspaper social items
were mostly positive, although bad things
happened then, too, of course.
But who can argue with families and friends
getting together to celebrate the good things?
Left, he late Mary
Carol Peterson,
wife of publishereditor Gary
Peterson, wrote
the “social
column” that
appeared in the
Press.
Right, a
newspaper
promotional ad in
the Press, from
the late 1960s.

Pelican Rapids school life a lot different in 30s, 40s
Attending school in rural Minnesota in the 1930s and
40s was very different from today. The book “Our Home
Town, Pelican Rapids in the 30s and 40s” by the late
Kathryn Lee Elton highlights some stark differences.
Janitor lived at the school
Being the janitor and caretaker of Pelican Rapids School
was indeed a full-time job for Oscar Nelson. Controlling
the furnaces required constant attention, so the school had
a small apartment in the lower-level where Nelson and his
wife lived.
“He was such a kind-hearted guy who loved the children,
although they had to ensure that their living quarters were
off-limits,” recalls Elton. “We remember how Oscar used
a water hose to make a long ice slide from the building
down to the playground. We would either slide on pieces
of cardboard or else wear out our snow suits.”
No hot lunch
With no kitchens or hot lunch programs, kids who lived
in town had to walk home at lunchtime, no matter how far
away they lived. As a result, some kids would bring lunch
to school in a brown paper sack, especially during freezing
winter days.

Congratulations
Pelican Press!
Thank you to our wonderful
community for supporting all
of our small town businesses!

Elton recalls that the high school kids “from the country”
always brought their lunch and would eat it in the lower
hallway by the locker rooms or in the ping-pong room.
Rural kids rented
rooms in town
Rural parents had to drive their kids to town or make
arrangements for them to stay in town during the school
week. Some kids rented rooms in town, a few doing housework to pay for their room and board.
School bus service began in 1937 when Russell Knutson
furnished the first school bus with a wood frame. During
WWII, bus service was minimal because of gas and tire rationing.

863-1600 Down Town Pelican Rapids

The old Pelican High School

CONGRATS
on 125 years
of publication!

Hard work. Dedication. Perseverance. You did it!
“You are never too old to set another goal or to dream
a new dream.” —C.S. Lewis
Best wishes!

888.992.7844 | arvig.com
•

Janitor lived at
school, no hot
lunch, lots of
walking for
Pelican kids

©Arvig 2022

Congratulations
Pelican Rapids Press
on 125 years.
Thank you for sharing
the news in
Otter Tail County.
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Folks spanning decades, age one
to 100, posed for special Pelican
Rapids Centennial photo in 1983

at the Rapids

This photo was taken May 1, 1983. This group of 100 gathered for a photo to kick off
the Pelican Rapids Centennial celebration. Ages are from 1 to 100.
Pelican Rapids Press readers were kind enough to pin down names. The Oldest is in
the far, top right position.
Printed here are the names, with the numbers being one year old up to age 100, left
to right.

1. Anne Bratlie
2. Mollie Holmgren
3. Jake Seifert
4. Spencer Paulson
5. Heather Seifert
6. Christopher Olson
7. Amy Forsgren
8. Brian Olson
9. Jana McMillen
10. Monica Johnson
11. Chad Silseth
12. Brad Jenson
13. Lori Klein
14. Craig Irey
15. Michael Forsgren
16. Gary E. Peterson
17. Donald Sorum
18. Stacee Zierke
19. Richard Fossen
20. Nancy Martin
21. Ann Irey

22. Dawn Soberg
23. Everett Ballard
24. Lisa Ouren
25. Cheryl Brenna
26. Scott Fox
27. Stuart Restad
28. Connie Evenson
29. Mary Bratlie
30. JoAnn Frazier
31. Clyde Bratlie
32. June Berg
33. James Christianson
34. Steven Zimmerman
35. Dotty Estes
36. Marilyn Gilbertson
37. Richard Jenson
38. David Gilbertson
39. Earl Carlson (Dent)
40. Keith Klein
41. Leonard Zierke
42. Karen Homan
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The youngest is believed to be the baby in the first, seated row—dead center: Anne
Bratlie.
The row on the floor begins with number to “2” Mollie Holmgren, and moves from left
to right—all the way to 100-year-old at the time, Pete Solum, far upper right.
The photo was a special centennial feature, 1893 to 1983.

43. Sandra Irey
44. Arlin Johnson
45. Shirley Huseby
46. Mary Carol Peterson
47. Gary Peterson
48. John Couture
49. Marlene Evenson
50. Verona Rollie
51. Ardis Restad
52. Richard Rollie
53. Jessie Pawlowski
54. Eulalie Smestad
55. Paul Pawlowski
56. William Lyon
57. Arthur P. Erickson
58. Mildred Martin
59. Wallace Hohman
60. Clifford Runningen
61. Elaine Femling
62. Cecil Femling
63. Walter Boe

64. Beatrice Orsund
65. Ervin Konold
66. Hilma Gjerde
67. Johan Peter Waller
68. Adella Knutson
69. Al Orsund
70. Russell Knutson
71. Howard Trigg
72. Bennett Sorum
73. Albert Schmidt
74. Gertrude Albright
75. Ernest Olson
76. Edith Berg
77. Otto Peterson
78. Eddie Herting
79. Lovilla Nichol
80. Sena Olson
81. Jack Krey
82. Minda Tinglestad
83. Ruth Stensgaard
84. Walt Hahn

85. Agnes Tollerud
86. Daisy Engh
87. Mark Hanson
88. Carl Westby
89. Kate Tolbert
90. Amy Haugee
91. Blache Gates
92. Alma Ruud
93. Ella Evenson
94. Olga Hexum (Fergus Falls)
95. George Haugrud (Barnesville)
96. Sophie Tanberg
97. Morgan Clauson
98. Alma Satersmoen
99. Sievert Rasmusson (Detroit
Lakes)
100. Pete Solum (Barnesville)

Neighbor newspaper Rothsay Record preceeded Pelican Press, in 1894
For a buck a day, in 1894, you could stay
at the “Hotel de Rothsay” and enjoy Breakfast at the “Cafe de Guderson.” While dining, you could pick up a copy of the
“Rothsay Record” newspaper.
The guys running the town, or so it seems
in readings of history from the day, were
the Cowie brothers. At one point in the
1890s, George M. Cowie was the postmaster and Rothsay’s first mayor; his brother
Albert E. Cowie was the principal of the
school. The brothers also published the
Rothsay Record newspaper.
A Rothsay newspaper continued under
the Cowie family, in various forms, including the “Rothsay Enterprise” until Feb. 11,
1960—when the final edition was published.
These chapters of Rothsay history are
courtesy Jaime (Cowie) Paulson, Pelican
Rapids.
“My Great-Grandfather, George M.
Cowie, established the ‘Rothsay Record’ in
(October) 1894; the first paper in Rothsay
and in 1911 at the age of 21 my Grandpa,
Robert S. Cowie became editor & publisher
of the ‘Rothsay Enterprise’ (formerly the
‘Rothsay Record’),” wrote Jaime.
Her father, Robert “Bobby’ Cowie, and
his father before him, continued the newspaper until 1961.
“My mother wrote a column for it,”
added Jaime. In fact, as a youngster in the
1950s, their family lived in the apartment
above the print shop.
Though the family was no longer in the
newspaper or printing business as she grew
up, she vividly remembers “playing downstairs in the shop”—no doubt staining her
fingers and clothing in ink.
Jaime’s brother Philip, whom folks know
as the burger guy at Maple Beach Grill on
Lake Lida, remembers attending Rothsay
Boy Scout meetings downstairs in the print

Cowie clan delivered
hometown news to
Rothsay area from
1894 to 1960

shop. Rothsay alumni may recall their
mother, Viola, who taught elementary
school and Chapter 1 in Rothsay.
There are a few copies of the Rothsay
paper floating around—but not many, evidently.
Jaime noted that “Ouse’s Museum,”
which was in a quonset west of Rothsay,
had Rothsay newspapers, but everything
was sold off quite a few years ago. Jaime
believes that the papers may have been
given to the Wilkin County Museum. “I believe the Pelican Press bought one of the
presses from them when the Rothsay newspaper went out of business,” said Jaime.
So, in total, the Cowie family were newspaper people for nearly 70 years.
“The Rothsay Record...is one of the
widely read and best papers of the county,
and is recognized as one of the bright exchanges of that locality,” stated one history
summary.
It positioned itself as “independent” politically, which has been typical for most
newspapers over the past century. But
there was a time when even smaller communities might have more than one weekly
newspaper—one possibly Republican-leaning; and one Democrat-leaning.
“Setting out its “mission statement” in
1894, the Cowies stated that one of the objectives of the newspaper was to “help advance and improve the business and social
interest of Rothsay and vicinity.” They also
stated that they would not attempt to convince any of their readers that their political
or religious opinions were wrong. Self-acknowledged Democrats, the Cowies promised to edit the newspaper as
“independents.”
And, for nearly seven decades, the
Cowies served the Rothsay area with hometown news—as political neutrals.
–Louis Hoglund, managing editor

R.S. Cowie, looking sad,
inspects the damages at the
Rothsay newspaper office,
following a fire. Date is
uncertain but possibly the
1920s.

Rothsay civic leader, from
the 1890s on, George M.
Cowie was not only a
newspaper publisher, mayor,
postmaster, and all-around
civic leader—he also ran for
higher office. Campaign
literature is pictured, left.
Date uncertain, but probably
early 1900s.

Left, a picture of Bobby
Cowie and his mother, Irene,
at the printing office in 1930.
(Presuming the calendar on
the wall is correct.)

The Cowie family has roots
stretching back to the very
founding of the town of
Rothsay—including the first
newspaper launched in 1894.
Descendents of Rothsay’s
city fathers are pictured here
in 2018: Jaime (Cowie)
Paulson and Phil Cowie.
Paulson was Pelican
Rapids’ “Ms. Oktoberfest” in
2018—note the familiar
Oktoberfest crown of autumn
leaves.
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“The Pioneer Ladies”
an uncommon group
of women publishers

Aurelia
Emma
Rathbun,
daughter of Park Region Pioneer
publishers, was an avid young
poet in 1897, inspiring young girls
from all over the country to reach
out to her after she won a writing
contest in a New York womens’
newspaper.

Anna Elizabeth Rathbun,
matriarch of the Rathbun family
and publisher of the Park Region
Pioneer - a predecessor to the
Pelican Rapids Press.

Aurelia’s
mother was not
the only woman
in the family to
run a newspaper.
Pictured right, is
her sister, Anna
Elizabeth
(Rathbun) Oliver, who worked as a compositor in the
office of her family’s newspaper Park Region Pioneer the direct predecessor to The Press - including the
business and editorial departments of the newspaper.
In 1894, she established the Cass County Pioneer in
Esterdy, MN, with her husband Arthur Oliver, whom she
met when he worked as a foreman at her family’s paper
in Pelican Rapids. The Cass County Pioneer, which
relocated to Walker in 1896, ran its presses until 1962.

Descendents of the
Rathbun publishing family,
stopped by the Pelican
Rapids Press in summer of
2022. Pictured here is
Sheila Watamaniuk with
her
husband
Trevor
Watamaniuk and daughter
Nicole Watamaniuk

Aurelia Emma Rathbun, teenage writer, a rare female
mention in 1897 Pelican Christmas edition

As I carefully paged through the delicate pages of
the special Christmas edition of The Press from
1897, Aurelia Emma Rathbun immediately jumped
out at me. Not only was she the first person highlighted in the booklet who wasn’t a man, but she was
also a teenager! A teenage girl - mentioned among
the usual big players in town - I was delighted. In researching her and her family a bit, I found that she
was not the only impressive woman in the Rathbun
family worth mentioning. Both her mother and her
sister ran newspapers that named their husbands as
publishers, but as it is noted below and in the obituary of Aurelia’s sister Anna Oliver, it was the women
who ran the show while their husbands were either
“hopelessly invalid” or primarily working elsewhere.
In 1888, Anna Rathbun said, “As far as we can
learn, the only newspaper in the world, the business
of whose office, in all it’s departments, is managed
entirely by women,” in an advertisement for her
paper. The women became affectionately known as
“The Pioneer Ladies” by neighboring papers.
- Nicole WK, staff writer
Following is the article about Miss Rathbun printed in that December 31, 1897, illustrated supplement to The Press:
AURELIA EMMA RATHBUN is the
youngest daughter of Alonzo E. and Anna E.
B. Rathbun, former publishers of the local
paper in Pelican Rapids. Aurelia was born in
a little log cabin on her father’s homestead in
Lida township, adjoining Pelican on the east;
date of birth was March 30, 1883-(consequently, she is now in her 15th year). In December of that year, the family moved to
Pelican Rapids, where Mr. R. purchased the
outfit and business of the Times, the first
paper published here, subsequently transferring his mortgaged homestead in payment,
and changing the name to The Park Region
Pioneer. He suffered from an injury received
in the war, and from other maladies, and
gradually sank into hopeless invalidism, so
that in 1887 the whole charge of the business

devolved on his wife.
Before the child was of school age, she
showed an aptitude for her lessons. Began to
attend school at the age of 5, and was always
faithful and interested in the work. Has enthusiastic affection for her early teachers,
among whom were the Misses Gladys Crandall, Lottie Knudson, and Bertha Leonard, all
of Pelican Rapids. Also feels much indebted
for encouragement and stimulus to Rev. C. J.
Swain, who was her last teacher in the village.
When, in the spring of 1891, the persistent
failure of her own health obliged Mrs. Rathbun to discontinue her paper and undertake
the culture and sale of summer flowers as a
resource, Aurelia became known as “the little
flower girl,” and for two or three seasons materially aided the income by canvassing the
village with buttonhole and vase bouquets.
She has evinced a propensity for the composition of rhymes, little stories, etc., ever
since she learned to write, and has had some
of her work published in various periodicals.
Last January a prize-offer in the children’s
department of “Woman’s World and Jenness
Miller Monthly,” published in New York City,
took Aurelia’s attention, and she wrote an article on the theme given–a description of her
home. It was published in the April number,
and was awarded the prize. In a note to the
editor of the department,-which also was
published, she expressed a wish for correspondence from ‘some of the other contributors.’ Since then, letters have poured in
upon her from young girls and ladies of all
ages residing in all parts of the United States
and some in British America. Gifts of useful
and entertaining reading matter and many
little souvenirs and mementoes, with now
and then some more substantial favor, have
been sent her. With boundless pleasure and
gratitude are these tokens of interest and
friendship received, and the wish to prove
worthy is often expressed.

‘Road to hell’ blocked in 1898, when
Rothsay voters denied liquor sales, as
reported in town’s weekly newspaper
The Cowie brothers had a
way with words. That’s part of
the reason George and Albert
were “kingpins” of the young
town of Rothsay back in the
1890s, and through the early
decades of the century.
Together, they were city and
school officials, postmasters,
principals—and newspapermen.
Reading headlines and stories of the era is a journey
back into newspaper verbiage
and writing of the day.
Introducing their newspaper
in 1894: “...We make our bow
and say to our readers: In
launching this ship upon the
sea of journalism, we have
these time-honored objects in
view. First, to building up an
honorable and lucrative business for ourselves. Secondly
to help advance and improve
the business and social interests of Rothsay and vicinity.
We will always strive to publish a clean and newsy paper
that will be a credit to ourselves and the village and will
expect to return the hearty cooperation and support of our
businessmen and citizens.”
Booze was an issue for
small towns across America,
and in 1898, when the
Cowie’s Rothsay Record reported on a town vote on the
sale of liquor, they hit the
readers with the headline at
right.

Rum, ruin and riot repudiated;
Rothsay remains redeemed.
The sluice gates of hell will not
be opened in Rothsay this year...
The results of the election: Rothsay voters cast
37 ballots against the sale of liquor, and 16 in
favor.
Of Scottish descent, the Cowies were probably
typical of the civic leaders of most early settlements on the rural frontier. “English-speaking
“Yankees” from further east in the U.S.” were
often the civic architects and governing authorities
in thriving new towns. They were familiar with
banking, municipalities, the law, U.S. small-town
capitalism—and they spoke the language.
These founders were the ones setting up businesses, mercantile and attorney offices—while
new Scandinavian immigrants homesteaded land,
and set about learning English and the ways of
business that took hold in the next generation.

| Written for THE PROGRESS |

| Written for THE PROGRESS |

THE SKY OF AN AUTUMN NIGHT.
AURELIA EMMA RATHBUN. [Aged 14 1/2 years]

AUTUMN.
AURELIA EMMA RATHBUN. [Age, 14 1/2 years]

The meteors shoot like sparks of fire,
The moon is almost gone,
The Northern Lights rise higher, higher,
And dance and dance, and never tire,
Until the break of dawn.

When comes the frost, and nights grow cold,
The leaves turn bright in red and gold;
They shimmer and shine,
They quiver and fall.
Never stopping to rest at all.

The milky way grows bright and clear,
With blazing diamonds set.
The Dipper turns as if with fear
Lest some lost lamb 'twould fail to steer,
Till sun its path has met.

The wind blows from the north in gales,
And scares the birds with mournful wails;
They gather in flocks,
They flutter and fly,
Twittering back a last good-by.

The bright stars sparkle everywhere,
As they in glory shine;
Their golden rays pierce through the air,
And do not seem so “high up there,”
So near to heaven's shrine.
Pelican Rapids, Minn.

Short grow the days and long the nights.
Bright is the sky with straw-stack lights;
They glimmer and glow,
They flicker and flash,
Darting up with a final dash.
The squirrels pick up grain all day.
The mice come in the house to stay;
They nibble and gnaw,
They scamper and squeak,
Into our garnered stores they sneak.
Squirrels and mice must have a share,
And selfish we would be to care.
The corn-crib is crammed,
The cellar the same,
Plenty there is for square and dame.
Pelican Rapids, Minn.

Aurelia Emma Rathbun, 15, as
pictured in the 1897 special Christmas
supplement to the Pelican Rapids
Press.
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Whether mechanical—or computer—breakdowns have
‘stopped the presses’ through the history of newspapers
Mechanical breakdowns with the presses—and computers in the modern era—have been a plague of newspapers for centuries.
This item was published in the Pelican Rapids Press
in 1983:
“Newspapers today are dependent on computers and
electronic equipment, usually very dependable, but
also very difficult to repair when something goes
wrong.
The typesetting machine used by the Press ran true
to form this week, proving very dependable until midafternoon Tuesday, when it proved not just difficult
but impossible to repair. A replacement was found,
and things began moving again. Not, unfortunately, in
time to meet our regular schedule of distribution.”

Indoor and Outdoor Banners
NORTH IMMANUEL SQUARES
SPORTSMEN'S RAFFLE
Name_____________________________________
Address___________________________________
__________________________________________
Telephone No.______________________________

Laminating and MUCH MORE!

NORTH IMMANUEL SQUARES
SPORTSMEN'S RAFFLE
1st Prize - SAVAGE AXIS-$410
2nd Prize - $250 Gift Certificate
3rd Prize - $150 Gift Certificate
Drawing to be held at North Immanuel Church
Saturday, December 3, 2022
Need not be present to win
Proceeds for Church Elevator Upkeep
Tickets $10

Raffle Tickets

Contact the Press at 218-863-1421
or ads@pelicanrapidspress.com
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Voting activist was a womens movement leader
with Otter Tail connections—over a century ago
By Pamela Hovland
Guest contributor

In the summer of 2020, the centennial
year of the passing of the 19th amendment,
I reached out to the staff at the Otter Tail
County Historical Society to gain some insight on where to begin my search for interesting stories of local suffragists. I was
curious to find out if there was an organized effort demanding women’s voting
rights in this remote part of the country
during the late 1800s/early 1900s. If so,
who was leading the charge?
What strategies were employed? What
forms did the local resistance take?
Missy Hermes, Education Coordinator at
the Historical Society, responded enthusiastically to my inquiry. “I’m so glad you
asked! I love this subject.” Due to the pandemic regulations and programming cancellations that summer, Missy and her
colleagues were eager to share what they
had learned from the Society’s archives,
even with an audience of one.
“We had very few outright suffrage activists who participated in marches and parades or went on hunger strikes,” Missy
explained. “That just wasn’t the Otter Tail
County style then or now. It was more subtle. Women’s club members supported
woman suffrage. Women (and some men)
conducted letter-writing campaigns to legislators urging their support. Speakers
from the Minnesota Woman Suffrage Association and the Women’s Christian Temperance Union appeared at churches to
promote the issue. Many of these activities
radiated out of Fergus Falls to neighboring
towns like Pelican Rapids.”
Missy went on to tell me about Caroline
Cringstad, one of her favorite local suffra-

With her traveling bags, in Hurdsfield, North
Dakota.

Pelican native
among few who
remember Press
publisher as 4-H
leader in 1930s

Editor’s note: Over the past few years,
Pamela Hovland has been researching,
writing, and making visual work on the
subject of women’s
suffrage in both her
adopted state of
Connecticut and her
home state of Minnesota.
She is interested in
finding – and then
sharing – more nuanced
stories of the women involved in the
sustained movement over a century ago.
Hovland is a Pelican Rapids native, and
returns to her hometown every summer.

The Minnesota Suffrage Association was established in 1881. The
Minnesota legislature granted women the right to vote in presidential
elections in 1919 and later that year, on September 8, it became the
fifteenth state to ratify the 19th Amendment. Minnesota women played an
important role in this victory.

Caroline Cringstad, a Norwegian immigrant who became a successful
traveling saleswoman in Otter Tail County, also sold her ideas promoting
women's suffrage. She later became the first woman mayor in northern
Minnesota and appointed herself the Chief of Police. She was rarely seen
without her six-guns or her cigar.

gists. And she put me in touch with Caroline’s great-niece who, as it turns out, lives
in New York City, not far from my Connecticut home. A phone call to Kathryn
Leigh Scott confirmed what I had read
about Caroline; that hers was a story that
deserves to be shared.
Once you know even a fragment of Caroline Cringstad’s story, it is unlikely you’ll
forget her anytime soon.
Caroline was a Norwegian immigrant
who settled in Fergus Falls around the age
of 23. Like many immigrants from Scandinavia at that time, she was attracted to the
familiar geography and climate Minnesota
offered as well as the opportunities for
prosperity.
Traveler Caroline Cringstad advocated for women's right to vote wherever she went.
Caroline was an entrepreneur. It didn’t
take long before she became a wildly successful traveling saleswoman. In that role, ally wore men’s clothing. She apparently
County but in her adopted country.
she would’ve stopped often in Pelican
had multiple suitors but never married. In
I wish the history textbooks in the PeliRapids to sell a variety of products, includ- fact, it seems highly likely that Caroline was
can Rapids schools had introduced me to
ing electric corsets and undergarments
a member of the LGBTQ community as Caroline Cringstad and her influential conmarketed as having ‘wondrous therapeutic there is at least one well-documented
temporaries (like Hannah Kempfer, for exbenefits.’ From her horse-drawn buggy
amorous relationship with a woman in ample). I’m quite sure this local personality
(pulled by rare twin horses that had been
would’ve captured my attention, and the
New York City, an employee at the same
shipped to Minnesota from Norway), Car- corset company that Caroline worked for.
story of suffrage would’ve come alive. Then,
oline also sold Elgin watches, Kodak camas now, I crave hearing about the women
True to her enterprising
eras, Singer sewing machines, fancy
character, Caroline amassed many home- who campaigned for their enfranchisement
jewelry, and steamship tickets to and from
by employing a range of strategies to gain
steads in northern Minnesota and North
Norway. And, she sold her strongly held Dakota, as well as rental properties and
supporters — through marches, rallies,
position that women must be granted the
brochures, banners, petitions, speeches,
even a Ford garage. She also became the
right to vote. Carfirst woman and appeals to the legislature and Conoline was per- Caroline pursued a life that ignored obstacles to mayor
in gress. The suffragists were often the brunt
plexed that ‘the
n o r t h e r n of public outrage and ridicule; some were
women’s achievement. Her charisma and
land of opportuMinnesota, even abused for their efforts. These are the
nity’ prohibited
in the town stories that would’ve appealed to my curiintelligence ... enabled her to galvanize other
her from casting a
of Erskine, ous brain; I was searching for strong, indewomen to push for equality at the ballot box. where she pendent, and idiosyncratic women as role
ballot. After all,
she had grown up
lived until models. Caroline Cringstad is whom I was
in Norway, a startlingly egalitarian country her death at 85. In photographs found in a looking for and whom other young girls
at the time (and the first sovereign nation trunk of her belongings, Caroline poses would benefit from learning about today.
to grant suffrage).
Over a century ago, Caroline knew
confidently in a military-style uniform.
Caroline was an iconoclast. A trailblazer. During her tenure as mayor, she apparently
women were not yet equal, and she also
A mover and shaker. An outsider with an
knew that individually and collectively, we
appointed herself the Chief of Police and
outsize personality. In a short self-pub- determined that this additional responsi- won’t be ignored. In 2022, our equality
lished book written by Ms. Cringstad’s
under the law is still unfinished business.
bility required a custom ensemble.
great-niece, Caroline is described as indeSo when you cast your ballot on NovemCaroline pursued a life that ignored obfatigable with a natural instinct for self- stacles to women’s achievement. Her ber 8, join me in channeling your inner
promotion. In today’s parlance, she knew
charisma and intelligence, her line of work Caroline Cringstad. Stand up for the
how to “build her unique brand.” Even
and determination, as well as her highly ef- women and girls you know and don’t yet
for the time period, she was phoknow, in Otter Tail County and in destinafective marketing skills, enabled her to galtographed frequently, and she used the im- vanize other women to push for equality at tions far from here. Our causes are also
ages for her newspaper ads. In photographs the ballot box. But it was her unfettered theirs.
and in daily life, Caroline was rarely seen
imagination that seemed to fuel her. She
Like Caroline, we have important work
without her six-guns. She enjoyed smoking had the rare ability to envision a different to do.
cigars and drinking whiskey. She occasion- society for women — not only in Otter Tail

Dear Publishers,
Thank you for the article (April 7, 2022) regarding E. L. PETERSON!!
We met in the Congregational Church in a
Sunday school class. However, before that, my
grandparents subscribed to the paper, and I
saw Mr. Peterson pulling his steel-wheeled
wagon full of papers when riding to town with
my Dad in the 1924 Dodge roadster.
About 1937, when a member of the Pelican 4H Club, Mr. Peterson was a club leader he
would walk from The Press office, passing
Thompson car repair, Erickson-HellecksonVye Lumber Yard, Dahl Bakery, the bank

building (now the Pool Hall) and the south end
of the J.P. Wallace Bank, cross the main street
to the Fire Hall. At that time, a stairway went
up to the second floor of the Fire Department,
and that is where the 4-H Club had monthly
meetings for a while.
Years ago, I was reading through my Dad's
diary that he kept from 1917 through 1925 and
found three entries.
The first was September 24, 1918: “Mr.
E.L. Peterson came out and helped me stack.”
Sept. 25: “Mr. Peterson helped me stack
(new 2a.piece).”
Sept. 26: “Mr. Peterson came out, and we

put in two loads from 8 to 6:30, one team.”
Loads refers to using the hay fork to unload
the hay rack by horsepower. Mr. Peterson was
about 50 years in age, and my Dad was 46.
Thanks to Mr. Paul Gubrud (Press special
correspondent) for this article and many other
articles pertaining to the past.
Comparatively, here our Zion Evangelical
Lutheran Church is celebrating its 125th anniversary of establishment, and the program
was in May.
J.W. Lockhart
The Dalles, Oregon

125 Years of Local News!

Congratulations

to the Pelican Rapids Press!
PELICAN RAPIDS | 218.863.6688

www.mn-bank.bank
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Hometown newspaper was the ‘social media’ of bygone days
Who got married?
Who’s in the hospital?
Who visited who—and
who poured the punch...
By Tom Albright
Guest contributor

The Pelican Rapids Press is a much different newspaper
today than it was in the 1950s and 1960s. It was then like
a “social media” newspaper.
Each edition had photos of engagement announcements
and wedding photos, much of which were taken by Zierke
Pelican Rapids native Tom Albright, but transplant to Arizona,
Studio. You didn’t need to attend the ceremony. By reading reading
his Pelican Rapids Press in the southwestern USA
the detailed column, you felt like you had.
sunshine.
You learned what church; who performed the ceremony;
From afar, Albright has been a faithful “Pelican Booster,” and a
what flowers decorated the Altar. Who was the organist loyal reader of the Pelican Press. Look carefully, and you’ll notice
and singers—And what songs they sung. Brides’ and a pelican—theme coffee mug, and a pair of pelican statues on
Bridesmaids’ wedding dresses and who made them; what each side of his lawn chair.
jewelry was worn? Who the bridesmaids were, and where
they came from? Who was the Best Man; the Groomsmen.
Who the Bride’s and Groom’s mothers were, and what they
are? Who gets to greet the new baby at home?
wore—including their corsages? Who gave the reception in
There were the happenings in Pelican during the week.
the Church Parlor. Who poured the coffee, and who served
Church events; and who had weekend guests—who they
the punch bowl. Who made the cake; who cut and served were and where they came from? The phrase “a good time
the cake, and what kind of cake; who were the gift bear- was had by all” was often used here. This column had anyers...Who opened the gifts. Who were the kitchen helpers. thing in it: A family lost their pet Bunny this week, The
Where the happy newlyweds were going on their honeyFamily Mourns.
moon? Where they were going to be employed? And where
Merchants “read the Pelican news” over
they were going to be living?
Fergus Falls radio station
There was also the Pelican Valley
There was a Fergus Falls radio station that carThe phrase “a good time
Hospital Notes. This gave info on who
ried a twice-a-week 15-minute morning broadcast
was admitted during the week and was had by all” was often of Pelican News. This was read by some of the Pelwho was released from the hospital used in the “social columns” ican Merchants: Orlando Olson, Walt Boe, Vinduring the week. Names and all. There
cent Lodin, and Miss Alice Foley.
in newspapers of
was also information on births. Who
Alice was a Pelican Rapids icon. She worked for
the Bundle of Joy was, boy or girl?
many years for Nord Brothers Hardware, as a
yesteryear.
And who the lucky family members
clerk and saleslady. They were known for many

For 125 years, folks have been
reading the Press in Pelican Rapids,
the farm, lakes area ... and beyond !

years as Marshal Wells Hardware, and at the end, I believe
they were a Hardware Hank.
Miss Alice Foley always greeted everyone with a smile.
They say she knew everyone in town by name, including
their children’s names; what the families’ occupations
were, etc.
There is a 50-year newspaper article all about Alice’s life,
which my family saved. She was a longtime dear friend of
my mother’s and a longtime member of the Pelican Rapids
Homemakers group, which stayed together for many years.
I loved going to their dinners and picnics. These Women
were all amazing cooks, and everything was homemade.
Delicious! One thing about Alice, she always gave the census takers a hard time. She never gave her age to anyone.
Local newspapers had a “recycled” use—
though not commonly known
Some people called the Pelican Rapids Press the “Weekly
Wipe.” During the ’50s and ’60s, there were very few public
restrooms, and they were few and far between. We learned
to know where the outhouses were. Some of the country
schools still had them. The township’s parks had them.
Some of the churches still used them; cemeteries too. We
used them when we were driving the county roads, and we
needed that sudden, necessary stop. We often found a copy
of the Pelican Rapids Press was left behind in many of the
outhouses. That’s where the Weekly Wipe name came
from.
Every Thursday, the Pelican
Press was in the mailbox
The Albright family always had P.O. Box number 31 at
the old Post Office on Broadway on the corner of West 108.
In 1963 the USPS moved to the new present post office.
We continued to have P.O. Box 31.
On Thursdays, we always opened our box with anticipation. We knew The Pelican Rapids Press new edition would
always be in there. We carried the paper into the living
room and at night into our bedrooms to read in bed before
we turned the bedside table lamp light out.
The Pelican Rapids Press was always the “Heart” of Pelican Rapids for those who live here. Also, for those who
have moved away but once lived here—and for those who
want to live here.
And it’s still the same today.

Congratulations to the Pelican Press for
125 years of continuous service!

21 N. Broadway, Pelican Rapids
218-863-4040

Checking the local newspaper at the recent Pelican
Rapids High School 1997 football reunion Oct. 14 are
four of the team members. The squad was the only
Pelican football team in history to win the state
championship.
From left, Matt Terry, Erik Kuvaas, Trent Hagen, and
assistant coach Chuck Evert

Showing of 1997 football documentary
will be November 19
Reliving the 1997 Pelican Rapids High School football
season has been an “emotional experience” for Trent Hagen.
And he’ll be sharing the story of the state championship
team at a special showing of a new film he is creating. Hagen
has edited film from 25 years ago into a documentary. Plus he
has interviewed numerous coaches and players from the
period.
The premiere showing will be Nov. 19 at another special
event marking the 25th anniversary of the season. The
documentary will be shown at the Fine Arts Auditorium, 3 p.m.
There will be a meet and greet after the film, and an
opportunity to ask questions of Hagen and the players and
coaches in attendance.

Where Friends Meet

Congratulations
to the
Pelican Press!

All of your breakfast & lunch favorites!

Burger Night
B
Every
Thursday!

HOMEMADE
Rolls
Baked Goods
Pies
Soups
Sandwiches
Salads
Burgers
Coffee Drinks
Beer & Wine
NEW options for specials...
watch our FB page!
218.863.6607
218
863 6607 | Do
Downtown
nto n Pelican Rapids

Tammy Kinsella

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 8 AM - 2 PM
THURSDAY NIGHTS 4 PM - 7 PM

The Pelican Rapids Press is
observing its 125th year of
continuous publication throughout
2022 and 2023.
As a special feature, we’re
publishing photos of folks reading
the Press at points near and far—
throughout the newspaper’s 125th
year!
Please snap a photo with the
Press, with a landmark,
landscape, or historic backdrop—
or take a photo in your backyard!
Include your name(s), and a
sentence or two about your
travels—and email to managing
editor Louis Hoglund.
news@pelicanrapidspress.com

We are truly grateful to have our
Pelican Rapids Press
throughout the years!
Photo taken in 1956 when regular gas sold for 26¢ per gallon.

Since May 15, 1926
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38 of pelican ‘friends’ were created to
celebrate Pete’s 50th birthday. Viking Elementary
students, above, helped to make “Rocky and his
fish Hippie,” at left. 478 K-6 students, 96 Head
Start, 28 ECFE, and 100 child care provider
students contributed to the project.

Press publishers led the charge to
celebrate Pete’s 50th birthday
How do you celebrate a 50th birthday? With
securing artists, and planning the unJeff and Julie Meyer veiling
black balloons, lots of cake, friends, and family
party.
close by? When it became clear that our own
When the idea was presented at the
formed Friends of
Pelican Pete was nearing his 50th birthday, a
Rapids Chamber of Commerce
Pelican Pete committee Pelican
need to do “something” to commemorate PelAnnual Meeting in September 2006,
ican Rapids’ best-known tourist attraction was to organize creation of the group had their fingers crossed that
clear.
“maybe we would have 20 businesses
mini-Pete statues
The main question was, “what do we do?”
and organizations who would want to
Many other communities had generated inhave a pelican.” After the initial meetterest by creating large animals and figurines,
ing and articles in the Pelican Rapids
as in the Charles M. Schultz “Lucy” character in St. Paul,
Press, 38 businesses, organizations, and individuals
the Cow in Chicago, and closer to home, the Bison in Fargo,
stepped up to the plate to have a Friend created for Pete’s
and the Sunfish in Detroit Lakes.
party in August 2007.
Keeping this in mind, a group of optimistic local volunInitially, the committee wanted to include all known
teers asked, “Why not pelicans in Pelican Rapids?”
local artists in the selection process as well as issue an inJulie Meyer and her husband Jeff, publishers of the Pelvitation to artists who had worked on other community
ican Rapids Press, researched other cities that had tackled
sculptures. Letters, phone calls, and conversations resulted
this project and gathered a group of interested volunteers
in a wonderful group of talented people willing to work on
to serve on the Friends of Pelican Pete committee. Along
this birthday project. A special treat was the involvement
with Julie, the committee members Glenace Metcalfe,
of the Viking Elementary and Pelican Rapids High School
Glenys Ehlert, Cyndy Stotesbery, Maxine Ballard, Steve
students.
Zimmerman, and Nadine Wagner Brown worked on all asAs with any volunteer effort, there were highs and lows
pects of the project, from developing the actual pelican
in creating the project, but through it all, the group remold to contacting sponsors,
mained confident that it would be a success.

Julie and Jeff Meyer, publishers
of the Pelican Rapids Press since
2004.

Meyers carried on newspaper
tradition in Pelican Rapids
Pelican Rapids Press publishers, Jeff and Julie Meyer
met while attending Wadena Technical College for
Advertising Sales and Marketing.
Jeff grew up around newspapers and lived for a time in
an apartment above the newspaper office his step-dad,
Byron Higgen, ran. The first thing Byron did was strap a
camera around his neck and send him to events to take
photos for the newspaper.
Julie’s first job after graduating from Wadena Tech was
doing the layout for a shopper in Detroit Lakes.
The pair worked at various shoppers and newspapers
before eventually purchasing their first publication, the
Tri-County News, in Cottonwood, Minn., in 1989. They
purchased and have been the publishers of The Press
since 2004. They also own the Minneota Mascot,
published by Higgen until his retirement.
There have been many changes in the newspaper field
in those 33 years. They have seen the business come
from compugraphs to the internet and websites — from
developing film to digital and cell phone cameras, and will
most likely see many more changes in the near future for
the newspaper business.
The Meyers currently reside in Fort Meyers, FL, where
they own and operate the Stillwater Grill restaurant.

Who were the “models” in the original “Pelican Pete”
photo from the late 1950s? Former Pelican Rapids Press
staff writer Kelly Gorman pulled together available
information, and wrote this article, about 15 years ago.
If Press readers know any further details about this
classic Americana image, email news@pelicanrapidspress
Pictured about a half-century later, by one of the
miniature Pelican Petes at the Red River Valley Home and
Garden Show is Kris (Haukebo) Van, right—who is one of
the little girls in the classic postcard image.

The story
behind first
postcard of
famous icon

Images of Pelican Pete and his ‘pals’ were mailed all
over the world, as Pelican Pete’s fame spread
By Kelly Gorman
Past Pelican Rapids Press reporter

Pelican Pete is famous in his own right,
but perhaps viewed by more people than
the actual structure is the postcard picture
of him taken by Leonard Zierke not long
after its construction.
If you’ve ever seen the picture labeled
beneath with “World’s Largest Pelican”
you will notice 12 people scattered around
Pete and across the dam’s bridge.
The late Pelican resident Sandy Irey
identified all the people who were in the
photo.
She should know too, because she is the
second girl from the left.
“My father, Vernon, was the secretary
treasurer of the Chamber then and he set
up the photo,” recalled Irey in a previously published Press article. She was
Sandy Albright at the time of the photo.
“It seems everyone in the picture was a
relative or friend of our family. The reason behind the picture was to ultimately
sell lots of postcards and promote more
visits to see the big pelican. The traditional scene reflects a small-town ideal.
There is the young boy fishing, the
group of young ladies holding a conversation at the tail of the big bird, and scattered clumps of adults holding serious
conversations; soaking up the sunshine
and enjoying the riverside in Pelican
Rapids.
The interesting thing to note is that

none of the people in the picture are looking at Pelican Pete.
The message seems to be. “He’s not just
to look at, you can hang out with him
too.”
Young Miss Sandy Albright, age 17, has
already been pointed out as the second
girl in the photo. The first girl on the left
is Carol Boe, whose father was Walt Boe,
the owner of Walt’s Food Market in town.
The girl at the tail of Pete is Darlene
Resset, whose father and uncle, Anton
and Ted Resset, built the metal frame for
the pelican.
The small children next to the fishing
boy are Kris and Tim Haukebo, children
of Olive Haukebo, who is the woman
standing next to the dam. The girl on the
rock is Patty Peterson, and the sitting
woman talking with Olive is Irey’s
mother, Gertrude Albright. The two men
over the dam were unknown tourists
talked into being a part of the frame,
along with Carol Borge, a friend of
Sandy’s and daughter of a town dentist.
The last person on the right in the photograph is the only person Irey couldn’t
quite remember —the fishing boy. She
said she was pretty sure he was a Rockne
and that his dad either owned a grocery
store or worked for Walt Boe at his.
As for the photo itself, Mel Zierke recalls that his dad had to stand in hip boots
in the Pelican River to get the right angle
on the shot.
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Postcards from the water’s edge

Are all
fishermen
liars...
...Or do only
liars fish?...

Big fish stories have drawn
tourists to Pelican lakes area for
more than a century—lured by
enterprising photographers
and their gag images
Modern photographers, graphic artists and publishers think
they know it all—with their fancy computer-enhanced art and
“photo-shop” software and high technology.
Some of these “big fish” gag photos have been published
before in the Press, but we can’t resist featuring them again in
our 125th-anniversary edition. Fishing has always been part of
the economic development “formula” in the Pelican lakes area,
dating back more than a century. These photos are from the
Tom Albright collection, and several included a convenient
postmark date to give us a timeline.
• The photo of the guy in the row boat, with the text “The one
that didn’t get away, Pelican Rapids” was postmarked 1910.
• The image with the giant bass and the curious folks on the
docks, labeled “Fishing is good...”, is postmarked 1927. A
careful look at the copywrite shows 1915.
• “Wonderful Fishing Here” is postmarked 1966, Pelican
Rapids Minn.
• The staged photo of the big fish and the five guys includes
the text “A big fish caught in Lake Lizzie, Dunn’s Resort.”
The fifth photo we include for fun; as the best-dressed fishing
gentlemen, below. We have no background on the image, but
we found it interesting that these chaps wore their “Sunday-goto-meeting-duds” for a fishing excursion—including neckties,
from what we can tell.
Of course, the Pelican lake, farm, and field area is also
known for hunting. So we included another marvel created in
an old-fashion photo darkroom. With computer technology, this
altered image of ducks everywhere could be created in
minutes. But back in the day, some poor fools probably spent
hours upon hours doctoring this photo and its plentiful
waterfowl. The postcard is labeled “A good day for Ducks, at
Pelican Rapids Minnesota.”
—Louis Hoglund, managing editor
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Friday night in Pelican Rapids

Downtown Pelican Rapids, about 1963. Note the “Pure” oil gas station at far left, and the stately
main street “anchor” store, Walt Boe’s Grocery. Also visible, Pelican Home Bakery, Broadway Cafe,
and Swan’s Rexall Drug. Photo from the Tom Albright collection.

Druggist Lloyd Swan and staff at his Fountain Service Counter, probably about 1963. Known
locally as the “red carpet store” after it was remodeled in the early1960 ‘s, the Swan Rexall was a
classic version of the main street drug store.
Photo from the Tom Albright collection. Tom, a Pelican native and PRHS graduate in the late
1960s, added a note: “Cherry and lime Cokes...and the best caramel rolls and milk shakes!”

For country kids of a bygone era, going to town after a
week on the farm was both commerce—and a
‘Norman Rockwell’ outing—as they parade from store
to store, chatting with merchants and neighbors

Editor’s note: Pelican Rapids Press reader Liala
Nordling submitted this nostalgic remembrance of
Pelican Rapids, in a different time.
We were delighted to read, and feel, what the
bustling town was like at a time when farm folks—
especially the kids— enjoyed with wonder the highly
anticipated trip “into town” from their rural farmsteads.
Thanks, Liala—we’re sure many readers will identify with your remembrances, and also many of the
business names referenced here.

get a tractor corn planter to replace his worn out horsepulled one. He offered a good deal. Dad said he had to
think on that.
I would like to take you on a simulated trip up and down
Our next stop was Ebersvillers implements to get
Broadway, on a Friday night. This is to tell life as I saw it some cycle sections for the cycle on the old mower. He also
on Friday night in the summer back when I was a kid.
needed rivets for them. They talked farm prices, and the
They had a drawing for Pelican Bucks on Friday economy. He had a couple of good stories we probably
evenings back then. We would get the chores, including
shouldn’t have heard, but boy, were they good!
milking, done early, so we could get to town to pick up the
We now turned to go down Broadway. We had no use for
cream, or milk check from the creamery, getting the stuff Honns Men's shop, because their prices weren't in Dad's
on our list before going home.
line, or style.
The main stores and the bank would be open late this
Same went for Grina's style shop. Mother didn't go
one weekday night. Our main thing was to socialize with there because of our budget, and she could sew what we
town people, neighbors, and friends, and get the things we
females needed! Dad waved as we passed the Furniture
need for the next week.
store to the Johnson Brothers Furniture Store. They
Norman Moses drove the cream truck that picked were nice guys, and were nice to talk with.
up our cream cans. Today his daughter, and my close
Our next stop was Mostue Jewelers. Dad’s watch had
friend, Norma Mae, had ridden along with him on his route
quit on him again! Mostue had a vintage Ingram’s watch
so she could spend the rest of the day with me. I liked this
he’d just reconditioned. It was magnificent.
because she’d go to the barn with me, and help get the
Arlen M. talked about how his Dad had gotten his mother
chores done faster. Dad liked it for the same reason, and a new watch for her birthday, and showed it to us. It was
he liked having her around for her quick wit, and ease with
very pretty, but we’d rather have the big old pocket watch
animals.
that was easier to read!
Dad, of course, was driving, with Mom in the front seat
Dad stopped at the Hardware Store and picked up
beside him.
bolts to finish the hay rack he was renovating. They had a
My sister was in the back in her new dress that Mom had
lot of interesting stuff here. I asked Dad to get some stuff
just finished. She also had her new school shoes on.
to fix my red wagon.
Our first stop getting to town was the Farmer's
We ran into Duane H. He showed us some marbles he’d
Elevator. They ground up our
won with his steely marble,
oats for cattle feed, adding
off of Bobby T. He said they
screenings to it. Dad filled the
We would get farm chores done early, so we were awfully pretty, but he’d
trunk as a man helped load the
give them back tomorrow,
could get to town to pick up our milk check
sacks.
before his Mama found out
Groceries, and other stuff, from the Pelican creamery, and buy the stuff on he’d been playing. He told of
would need to find a place inhis Dad’s new baby heifer
our shopping list before going home.
side our old Plymouth.
calf. He talked about how
Meanwhile, Mom and Sister The main stores and bank would be open late pretty she was. Norma Mae
got out, and started towards
how Oliver had gotten
this one night. Our main thing was to socialize said
Broadway.
his pig to train for 4H.
I saw Hulda Brown, one of with town people, neighbors, and friends, and
Our next stop was J.P.
the Brown Sisters, and
Wallace
State Bank. This
get the things we need for the next week.
started to make a beeline to
was one of my favorite stops.
talk to Dad's friend. Dad
The tellers were so interestgrabbed me.
ing. They always smiled at
“She’s talking to Benny Johnson (a county commis- Dad, making us feel high-class going in there with him. He
sioner), so it must be important.” We mozied closer to talk
got his check put in his checking account.
to her when they were through.
We crossed Mill street, and Dad gave a quick hi to the
“I know you are active in the Womens Christian grocer, but he was too interested in getting to Carr HanTemperence Union,” I said to Benny. “I myself don’t
son’s Department Store to buy those chocolate marshlike having alcohol sold in town either! Without a tavern, mallow cookies with the dollop of jam in them. They were
we don’t have a large social gathering place for towns peo- our favorites.
ple to meet.”
I saw a red pair of ankle boots as we entered Carr HanHulda, “I’ve heard the story about when there was a scare
son’s. Sister had gotten new shoes that cost more than
that the Indians were going to attack, so the town’s people
these did on sale. I asked Markus about them. He had me
back then went to the tavern to have safety in numbers.
sit down and measured my feet with that cold foot measThey were very lucky there was no Indian attack, because urer. Dad asked for the Red Wing boots he’d ordered
they partook liberally of the refreshments at the bar, and
while they were on sale.
couldn’t have protected the town in an emergency! We
The boots were so soft. Dad’s must have been the same,
don’t need that kind of establishment in this town!”
because he put them on, and was smiling big. As Markus
Our next stop was Phil Wickland’s. Dad needed a new
fitted our boots, he told us how he wanted to get the sidegas line for his WD 45. Phil talked about how Dad should
walks paved. He’d invited the city council over one day dur-

ing a heavy rain. They sat in the store and saw how much
mud people carried in on their shoes.
Our next stop was Knutson's Furniture and Mortuary. Dad wanted an electric radio for the barn. He said the
cows milked better to Country Music—but I think he had
liked listening to it.
We jaunted down to the Dime Store.They had in some
really pretty pins. I purchased penny candy, while Dad
picked up some sewing stuff he’d need to fix his binder canvas.
Kathy E. was in the store with her sister and mother getting things for school. Kathy and Norma Mae talked about
their 4-H projects.
Annette B., Wanda H., Bethy T., and the Swan sisters
were at Swan Drug. They were talking about how school
was going to be different this year. I told them how I
wanted to wear blue Jeans all winter, so I wouldn’t get so
cold. I hated putting on and talking off snowpants. They
said how they weren’t their favorite pants either! Their
mothers had ordered new sweaters for them from Montgomery Ward.
They were sure they would keep them nice and warm,
plus looking nice! Dad talked to Lloyd and purchased some
cow medications.
Mom and Sister caught up with us then. Mom listened
to us talking about school, then Old Blue Eyes (Frank
Sinatra). She liked him also, and called us the Pelican Rat
Pack. They talked about movies coming to the Theater!
Town kids went to movies more often.
We left the girls. Dad took us into the Milk Bar. We all
got double cones with a different flavored ice cream on
each side. We were hungry after walking up Broadway and
back. Man did those cones taste good! Mom didn’t want
chocolate, and worried about Sister getting her dress
mussed! She hated washing clothes!
Our next stop was Walt Boe’s grocery. Iva Moses was
there to pick up Norma Mae, and groceries. She was talking
to Norma A. and Beulah P. I was jealous of all three females, because they had driver’s licenses, and could drive
themselves any place they pleased.
They were talking about someone getting buried in
Scambler Graveyard. Iilene B. was there and said driving was a man’s job! Norma Mae disagreed, along with me.
We drove tractors, why not cars?
Walt Boe had some fruit he’d give Dad at a cheap price
because it was getting a bit old. Dad loved fruit, so we’d eat
the stuff up before it had gotten past usable.
They called out who had won the Pelican Bucks. We
didn’t win again, but we figured we’d had fun even if we
hadn’t won.
That was when Mom saw Dad’s and my new boots. She
ordered us to take them back. Dad looked at her, smiling.
“We can’t take them back because we’ve worn them, and
they don’t take back worn merchandise!”
We went back to get in the Plymouth, and get it gassed
up. I’d lost count of how many people Dad had talked to
tonight!
I gave Norma Mae a quick hug as she left with her
mother.
The cows made the cream checks that gave us those nostalgic Friday nights in bustling downtown Pelican Rapids...

By Liala Nordling
Guest contributor
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The honest truth: Pelican Press needs your support
By Louis Hoglund
Managing editor

Pelican Rapids Press managing editor
Louis Hoglund in this, the 125th year of
continuous publication of the weekly
newspaper.
He’s displaying a pelican mug that was a
special gift from Tom Albright, a late 1960s
Pelican Rapids High School graduate who is
both a faithful reader and contributor to the
Press.
“Newspaper friends” like Albright, who sent
this custom decanter as a surprise—out of
the blue and unexpected—are an example of
the folks that make the gritty, sometimes
thankless, labor of publishing a “weekly rag”
all worthwhile.

The Pelican Rapids Press continues to
sincerely thank both our readers and
advertisers for past, present, and—most
importantly—future support.
Unsettling newspaper statistics
As optimistic as we’d like to be here at the Press, it
falls upon us to also point out the grim realities of the
newspaper business.
• More than 1 in 5 U.S. Papers has closed, and that
was through 2019. Many more have closed since.
• Of 3,143 counties in the U.S., 200 of them no
longer have a newspaper at all.
• Furthermore, 1,449 counties have only one
newspaper.
• 2,514 weekly publications closed down or merged
with other papers between 2004 and 2022.
• The number of non-daily papers fell from over 7.4
thousand to just 5.1 thousand.
—Louis Hoglund, managing editor

Imagine all the barrels of ink that have
been poured over 125 years of weekly newspapers!
The Pelican Rapids Press has published
more than 6,500 editions since the first
copy rolled off the presses in 1897. (Actually, about 6,499—because in 1919, one edition was canceled due to staff illness, during
the infamous “Spanish Flu Epidemic.")
In terms of total pages of newsprint, we
estimate conservatively at about 160,000
individual pages.
Whether the Press publishes another
6,500 editions, at least in conventional
newsprint, remains to be seen.
Thanks to loyal readers and advertisers,
the Press has been a weekly staple for
households not only within the city but at
farmsteads and lake homes from Norwegian
Grove Township to Pelican, Lida, Lizzie, and
the greater lakes area.
Our 125th-anniversary edition is an upbeat statement for the newspaper, and the
community.
We at the Press are proud that we are
among the relatively few newspapers that
have maintained, and actually increased,
readership.
In Otter Tail County, we can accurately
say the Press is the second-best-read periodical—behind the Fergus Falls Journal. No
small feat, considering that Fergus Falls is
the largest population base in Otter Tail.
And, thanks to younger and more internet-savvy staff, the Press has one of the top
independent newspaper websites in the region.

“The loss of newspapers mean a loss of
community information and opposing perspectives needed in a divided political landscape,” to quote Forbes magazine.
Where would the Otter Tail lakes area be
without viable print and online newspapers?
Well, I can give you an idea. And I’m
going to specifically point to the “Conservative Coalition of Otter Tail County.” It is a
political action group, with a social media
following of less than 500. (For perspective,
the Press Facebook has between 4,000 and
5,000 followers. Our print newspaper has
an estimated readership averaging around
5,000 each week.)
The Conservative Coalition doesn’t claim
to be a “newspaper,” admittedly. But among
their followers and broader sphere of influence—the Coalition has an out-sized impact,
presenting biased information, as well as
endorsing political candidates.
Imagine that the only “news and information” is a dizzying array of political interest
social media sites? Telling you how, and
whom to vote for—from legislature down to
county and school board level, to your local
city council or township board?
With strained resources, declining revenue, and limited staff—we acknowledge
that newspapers have a difficult time consistently maintaining a journalistic mission.
But you need to ask yourself: Who do you
trust? Local newspapers? Or an assortment
of internet sources with various agendas?
We’re grateful the Press has an unusually
high—and measurable—“reader loyalty.”
“Advertiser loyalty” is another matter. We
graciously thank our advertisers for their
support.

We realize that small businesses, main
street retailers, and service sector businesses aren’t advertising like the “old days.”
There was a time when almost all businesses in a market area advertised in the
local newspaper—some of them every week
of the year.
Changes in commerce and small market
economics mean some small businesses
aren’t able to budget for frequent advertising.
But to be frank—we have businesses that
could support the local newspaper, but
don’t...or won’t.
Newspapers can’t survive on subscriptions and individual copy sales. Advertising
has always been necessary to meet staffing,
printing, newsprint, postage, and overhead
expenses.
As hesitant as we are, we will be “leaning”
on our loyal readers to help carry more of
the freight, so to speak. We are discussing
an upcoming price increase in both our annual subscription and our single copies.
An interesting new phenomenon is newspapers taking a more-or-less “non-profit”
form. There are papers now basing their
“business model” on memberships, pledges,
and fundraising campaigns.
The Press isn’t ready to convert to that
non-profit public radio and public TV-type
model—yet.
In the meantime, we continue to sincerely
thank both our readers and advertisers for
past, present, and —most importantly—future support.
We hope to see you around 125 years from
now!

How to support your local newspaper...

Subscribe: Subscribing is the easiest
way to support the local free press. Your
newspaper or online subscription helps in
two ways. First, the money goes straight to
the publication to help pay for reporters, editors, and photographers. Second, advertisers track subscription numbers and are
more likely to pay for an advertisement
when they think more people will see it.
Get a gift subscription for someone
else: Know someone who loves to follow
the news and debate current events? Get
him or her a gift subscription. It has all the
benefits of your own subscription, with the

additional benefit of reminding someone just
how valuable the local free press is.
Buy a subscription for a school, senior care center or library. Help make the
news accessible to people who otherwise
might not have access.
Place an advertisement: Businesses
that place ads in local newspapers know
that they are reaching local readers. Ads
aren’t just for business, though. Anyone with
a message to share can buy an ad. Celebrate someone’s success. Send well
wishes.
Tell local businesses that you learned

about them or their sales from the ad
they placed in the newspaper. They’ll be
more inclined to take out another one in the
future.
Engage with your local free press:
Share your thoughts with reporters and editors. Send an email or comment online not
just when you’re angry but also when you
read something really good. Tell the people
who brought you the story that you appreciate it.
Before you fire off an angry email,
think about how you frame it. Rather than
call someone an idiot or worse (you should

see some of the emails I get each week),
offer constructive criticism.
Tell elected officials that the local free
press is a priority: At all levels of politics,
elected officials tend to listen to their vocal
constituents. Send an email to a senator or
a representative urging them to support legislation that would bolster the free press.
Call your city council member and remind
them that the best way to reach the public
is through the local news. Ask candidates
where they stand on supporting the local
news media.
—Edited from the Seattle Times

A behind the scenes
glimpse of the messy
newspaper publishing
business back
in the early 1900s
Pelican Rapids Press publisher beginning in 1906, E.L.
Peterson is standing by the typesetting table while an employee
prints the paper in this early picture inside the new 1909 Press
building. Note the cluttered publisher’s desk by the front door.
(Photo provided by Eric Peterson).

Press bought in 1906
by ‘a man of sterling
character and worth’
Local historian, and former mayor, Wayne Runningen came across this
notice while researching
Pelican Rapids history.
The notice officially
marks the beginning of
nearly a century of ownership by three generations of
Petersons.
While the Press was established in 1897, 125 years
ago, the Peterson publishing framily dates to 1906.
This notice appeared in
the December 6, 1906 Pelican Rapids Press.
TO THE PUBLIC
Dear Friends:
On Dec. 1st James H.
Ralph, who has published
the Press since May 1st
1906, sold his interests to
E. L. Peterson of Faribault,
Minn.
Mr. Peterson is now the
Publisher of the Press.
James H. Ralph will continue to be the editor and
manager until January
1907. Mr. Peterson comes
well recommended to the
people of Pelican Rapids.
He is at present occupying

the position of County
Supt. Of Schools of Rice
County, Minn. He was formerly in the newspaper
business.
I wish to thank the people
of Pelican Rapids and vicinity and especially the country correspondents, for the
support they have given the

Press. I have endeavored to
publish a clean paper for
the interests of the people,
and hope in the future that
E. L. Peterson, a man of
sterling character and
worth, will receive the same
courtesy as I.
Yours truly,
James H. Ralph
Phil & Cyndy
Stotesbery
1977
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“I have been interested in the improvement of the village and community by urging public
improvements of all kinds and have been rewarded by seeing new high school buildings
erected, a water sewer and disposal plant installed, and paved streets...”

After many years of criticizing the poor street conditions in town, Peterson’s editorials finally
paid off in 1931 when Broadway was paved with concrete, pictured at right.

How E. L. Peterson has influenced Pelican Rapids
By Paul Gubrud
Special Correspondent

Elmer L. Peterson was a renaissance man of his day. He
was well educated and had experience as a school teacher,
merchant, local politician, businessman, newspaper publisher, and in his youth, farmer. He understood the people
of Pelican Rapids and was committed to making the community a better place to live.
He worked tirelessly to improve Pelican Rapids by using
his editorial pen. His witty 19th-century writing style
sounds foreign to us today. He would politely prod the village into making community improvements, most of which
exist to this day.
One of his earliest successes was promoting municipal
electrification, and in 1913, the “White Way” street lights
were installed downtown along Broadway.
E. L. Peterson always advocated for a more attractive village
Peterson’s pen brought pavement to
with parks along the river. In 1948 land near the dam was
downtown Pelican
acquired for a park and swimming area and named in his honor.
Peterson recognized that Pelican Rapids could attract vacationers to the lakes in the area. He promoted the creation
for the need for a swimming pool in Mill Pond. In 1948,
of parks along the river for the community to enjoy and
continually encouraged the town to tidy up by removing Pelican Rapids created a village park with a swimming area
trash and paving the often muddy streets. He was espe- and named it E. L. Peterson Park in his honor. He would
undoubtedly be advocating for the future water park if he
cially critical of the railroad depot as it gave visitors a poor
was at his desk today.
first impression of Pelican
Despite E. L. Peterson’s conservative naRapids. His efforts paid off in A tea-totaller, Peterson frequently
ture, as well as the community’s natural
1931 when Broadway was
wrote about the evils of alcohol and disdain for financial debt and taxes, he enpaved.
couraged using bonds to finance village inHe advocated for better fire
seemed to take delight when
frastructure projects such as a water and
protection, which meant a mureporting on when moonshiners sewer system and paving streets. He exnicipal water and sewer system
was needed. The first water- were arrested during prohibition. plained to the readers that having debt and
increased taxes would reap its benefits in
tower was erected in 1923, prothe future. When voters went to the polls
viding pressurized water to the
to vote on a bond issue, E. L.’s views often prevailed, and
town as well as better fire protection.
He advocated for the farmer and saw the Farmer’s Co- the bonds were approved.
Peterson not a fan of 1930s
op Creamery organized and built in 1912, soon becoming
Roosevelt “New Deal”
one of Pelican’s most prominent businesses. The creamery
While Peterson encouraged the village to spend on local
was able to ship butter, eggs, and dressed poultry by the
carload to distant markets, bringing greater profits for local projects, he was often critical of spending by the state and
federal governments, especially during the Roosevelt New
farmers and, in turn, more money into the community.
Deal years.
As a former educator, Peterson was
Although we don’t know if E. L. Peterson was a republipublic education booster
As a former school teacher and county school superin- can or democrat as he never claims a political affiliation,
tendent, E. L. Peterson also advocated for improving the he was clearly a conservative and a temperance man in
Pelican Rapids school system. He saw a new high school favor of the prohibition of alcohol. It was one of the reasons
built in 1916, followed by several additions over the follow- he decided to buy the Pelican Press and settle here. Pelican
Rapids had been vacillating between being a “wet” town
ing years.
He also was involved with 4-H and advocated for other and a “dry” town for years.
It was a temperance town when Peterson arrived in 1906
youth activities and sports. Several of his editorials called

Above, Richard
Peterson—the last of
the Peterson
publishing family, at
right.
He is sharing
memories with Paul
Gubrud, left, special
correspondent for the
Pelican Rapids Press,
who’s specialty is
local and area history.
At right, the late
Gary Peterson,
seated, and his
brother Richard,
about 1983.

and remained so while he was at his desk for the next 55
years. He frequently opined about the evils of alcohol and
seemed to take delight when reporting on when moonshiners were arrested during prohibition.
His editorials helped to keep Pelican a dry town until well
after his death in 1962. Pelican Rapids citizens wouldn’t
vote to approve alcohol sales until 1968.
Anti-saloon crusader, Peterson wouldn’t eat in
restaurant that served alcohol
E. L.’s grandson and third-generation Press publisher
Richard Peterson told me that both his grandfather and father, Ellis Peterson, would not eat in a restaurant that
served alcohol.
Richard gave me other insights into understanding E. L.
Peterson. Surprisingly, he did not drive even though he
owned a car. He walked everywhere in town. When he
needed to use his car, he had someone else drive for him,
usually one of his sons. This seems unusual to us today
until we realize that E. L. Peterson was 36 years old when
the Wright brothers flew their first airplane and 41 when
the first Ford Model T rolled off the assembly line in 1908.
He was a man born in the 19th century and accustomed to
walking.
He met the train daily and had a well-worn path to the
depot. He wanted to see who was getting off the train to
get the latest news from arriving visitors and locals returning home. There were also his daily walks to the post office
to get the mail and weekly trips with his wagon to mail the
Press to subscribers.
In his later years, E.L. Peterson
was Pelican’s “grandpa”
In later years, the people he talked with on his walks affectionately referred to him as “Grandpa.”
Peterson’s time wasn’t only devoted to the Pelican Press.
He also had time for the youth in Pelican Rapids, making
loans to local students so they could obtain schooling to
become teachers.
“I have been honored by the townspeople in various capacities, having served as village clerk, mayor, president,
and clerk of the school board, and serving the village in
other capacities. I have been interested in the improvement
of the village and community by urging public improvements of all kinds and have been rewarded by seeing new
high school buildings erected, a water sewer and disposal
plant installed, and paved streets,” he wrote when reflecting on his past.
E. L. Peterson was always busy with something and often
said, “I firmly believe that the best way to kill time is to
work it to death.”
He lived a long life, passing at the age of 94 in 1962.

Ellis Peterson (seated right) published the Press until 1972, turning it over to sons Gary
(center) and Richard (right). Ellis’ other sons, Roger (left) and Everett (seated left), chose different
careers.
(Photo provided by Eric Peterson)
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Ink flowing like a river
for 125 years ‘at the Rapids’

Printer, reporter, publisher—and paperboy—remembered
as Press marks 125th year of continuous publication
E.L. Peterson newspaper mission:

Continued from Page 1
and the village grew with better transportation. R. D. Wilcox came to town the same
year to establish the first newspaper he
named the Pelican Rapids Times. But
Wilcox saw greener pastures within a year
and sold the business. The new owner
couldn’t attract readers or advertisers and
sold it again within a year. The last publisher of the Times’ fortunes weren’t any
better, and the paper ceased to exist in
1884.
The next try at a newspaper was Alonzo
E. Rathbun with the Park Region Pioneer in
1886. Rathbun had been wounded in the
Civil War, and his health was failing, so his
wife took over the publisher’s responsibilities. She hired a few other women and kept
the presses rolling. In 1888, Anna Rathbun
advertised her paper as being, “as far as we
can learn, the only newspaper in the world,
the business of whose office, in all its departments, is managed entirely by women.”
Other publishers admired Mrs. Rathbun’s
strength of character, and the women became affectionately known as “The Pioneer
Ladies” by neighboring papers. “The Pioneer Ladies” continued to print the newspaper every week until May 28, 1891, when
due to Mrs. Rathbun’s own poor health, she
ceased publication.
Another publisher tried the newspaper
business later that year with the Pelican
Rapids Blade, but it lasted less than a year.
The Pelican Rapids Sentinal also tried selling newspapers in the village, but it lasted
less than eight months. By August 1894,
Pelican Rapids had no newspaper once
again. The Fergus Falls Journal filled the
void with their Pelican Rapids correspondent.
After several newspaper “misfires,”
Press launched April, 1897
The first issue of the Pelican Rapids Press
appeared on April 9, 1897, with C. Cranston
as the publisher and editor. Cranston was
hopeful that his paper would appeal to Pelican Rapids readers, but it didn’t fare any
better than the four previous papers.
Cranston sold out two years later, with the
four subsequent owners of the Press managing no better. The people of Pelican
Rapids were reluctant to read the Press, and
few local businesses would advertise. Pelican Rapids wasn’t ready for a newspaper
yet… or the town didn’t have the right newspaper publisher.
The reason was likely the demographics
of Pelican Rapids in the latter part of the
19th century. The population consisted of
English-speaking Yankees from the eastern
states and Scandinavian immigrants, but
most Norwegians and Swedes could barely
speak English, much less read it. The Norwegians preferred the Norwegian language
newspaper Fergus Falls Ugeblad and the
Swedes favored the Minneapolis Svenska
Amerikanska Posten, both of which were
published well into the 20th century.
The Pelican Press changed after Mrs.
Elmer L. Peterson, wife of the Morristown,
Minnesota newspaper editor, saw an ad in
the Minneapolis Tribune that the newspaper in Pelican Rapids was for sale and
showed it to her husband. He was interested and made a journey here to investigate. He liked the fact that the community
was a temperance town and became the
Press’ eighth owner in less than ten years.
On December 6, 1906, without much fanfare, the first Pelican Rapids Press appeared
on the streets of Pelican Rapids with the
name Peterson on it.
Few were willing to subscribe—
at a buck per year
Not surprisingly, the new newspaperman
was not very highly regarded in those days,
and few subscribers were willing to pay one
dollar for a year’s subscription for fear that

“To print a clean paper that I
wouldn’t be ashamed to
have preachers,
children or anyone else read.”

E. L. Peterson is shown at his cluttered desk in the Press office, which was the center of
operations for his 55-year newspaper career in Pelican Rapids. During his time, he witnessed
many changes in Pelican Rapids, many of which he had advocated for years. The desk exists to
this day in the care of his grandson and third-generation publisher, Richard Peterson. (photo
provided by Eric Peterson)

the editor would leave town with their
money.
Peterson knew it would be difficult to attract readers and entice businesses to advertise, so he got to work selling himself to
the community.
In his first editorial on January 17, 1907,
he stated, “I wish to say that I am here to
stay and that I shall use my best efforts to
give the people of Pelican Rapids a paper
they will feel like supporting. It shall not be
my policy to knock any business or enterprise, but I shall take special pleasure in
doing what I can to further the interests of
the village and community.”
Townsfolk must have been skeptical,
wondering how long the new owner would
last. But E.L. Peterson was a man of his
word. It wasn’t long before people got to
know him and supported the newspaper.
Readership began to increase, and along
with it, local advertising.
Newspaper operated in what is
now Strand Hardware
In those early years, the Press was located
in the basement of a building that is now
part of the Strand Ace Hardware store, but
with the paper’s success, it soon became too
small.
In 1909, Peterson bought a vacant lot and
hired a contractor. Remembering his earlier

experiences with a fire and a tornado in
Morristown, he wanted the new building to
be sturdy and fireproof, so he bought a concrete block mold. The blocks were made by
hand on the building site, and the new
building was erected before the end of the
year. Peterson sold the mold to the contractor who used it to build several other buildings in the village, most of which still exist.
Only one deadline missed in 125
years—in 1919, due to
Spanish Flu illness
For 55 years, E. L. Peterson was at his
desk in the Press office until shortly before
his death in 1962.
Only once, on Valentine’s Day in 1919, did
Pelican Rapids wake up on Thursday morning without a Pelican Rapids Press waiting
for them. The next Thursday, E. L. apologized to the public, “Owing to the illness of
the editor and the linotype operator, the
Press was not issued last week. The “old
man” is trying to get out a paper this week,
but as he is alone, it will be a rather poor excuse for a paper. However, we hope our
readers will not be too critical under the unusual circumstances.”
Peterson and his linotype operator were
among many people ill in Pelican Rapids
when the Spanish flu pandemic arrived in
the winter of 1918–1919.

The reason for early newspaper failures was likely the demographics of
Pelican Rapids in the latter part of the 19th century ... most
Norwegians and Swedes could barely speak English, much less read it.

A day at the Pelican Press in the 1920s with E. L. Peterson on the left while his son Ellis, in the
center, and an employee are setting type for the newspaper. Everyone knew how to read the
reverse type like it was normal.
(Photo provided by Eric Peterson)

E.L. Peterson and sons were family
newspaper team
In the 1920s, Peterson’s two sons, Byron
and Ellis, followed their careers in the newspaper business, going to work for their father. They learned to become proficient
linotype operators and typesetters. They
also did much of the commercial printing,
a vital part of the business in those days.
By the 1940s, Byron and Ellis were listed
as joint publishers with their father, but E.
L. continued to do much of the writing.
After Byron died in 1960, Ellis Peterson’s
sons, Gary and Richard, joined their father
at the Pelican Rapids Press. They had been
helping with the paper since they were
youngsters by doing odd jobs like sorting
used type and learning how to operate the
printing equipment. They were ready to become the third generation of Petersons to
publish the Press when their father retired
in 1972.
Gary and Richard carried
on tradition
Gary and Richard Peterson edited and
published the Press when many changes
were happening in the newspaper business.
Since their grandfather became the publisher in 1906, the paper was printed with
the linotype process. It was a hot metal
typesetting system that cast lines of metal
type, thus the name ‘line of type.’ The metal
blocks called slugs were assembled as a mirror image in printer trays and mounted on
the printing press. The pages were then assembled, folded, and bundled for distribution, a lengthy process.
In the 1970s, printing technology changed
when photo typesetting replaced linotype
printing. It made the linotype machine and
the printing press obsolete as the printing
was now done offsite. The Pelican Press’
linotype machine is still used annually at
the Western Minnesota Steam Threshers
Reunion print shop in Rollag.
The third-generation Peterson brothers,
Gary and Richard, continued publishing the
Press until 2006 with the same policy as
their grandfather, “to print a clean paper
that I wouldn’t be ashamed to have preachers, children or anyone else read.”
In a recent conversation with Richard Peterson about his publishing career, I asked
him when his grandfather retired. He told
me that E. L. never really stepped aside. E.
L. would be at the Press office every day
until shortly before his death in 1962, sometimes being more of a nuisance than helpful
to his sons. He sometimes changed things
that Byron and Ellis had already been working on. They would have to undo the
changes after their father had left for the
day.
When Ellis retired, he told Gary and
Richard that he would never do to them
what his father did to him. Ellis kept his
word and did not interfere with how his
sons managed the paper.
Peterson sale of paper
ushered in new era
The last generation of Peterson brothers
sold the Press to the current publishers,
Mike Kremer and Jeff and Julie Meyer, in
2006. Louis Hoglund, hired as the managing editor in 2010, has been applying his editorial style to the present day. Jeff Meyer
speaks highly of Lou, saying, “He is an oldstyle newspaper editor with ink in his
veins.”
Lou’s desk is every bit as cluttered today
as E. L. Peterson’s desk was 100 years ago,
apparently a common trait among newspaper editors.

Ellis Peterson, left and
above, joined his father and
brother Byron at the Pelican
Press in 1929 at the age of
21. He retired after 43 years
in 1972 when he left the
Press in the hands of his
sons, Gary and Richard.
(Above photo provided by
Eric Peterson)
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Distinct bricks
used for Pelican
Press building
From a June 22, 2001, Historic Walking Tour of Pelican Rapids.
Tour led by Chris Schuelke and Marguerite Andrews
While the Pelican Rapids Press was launched as a newspaper in
1897, it wasn’t until E.L.Peterson took the reins in 1906 that it became a
weekly source of stability.
Peterson had the Press building constructed in 1909. He brought the
forms and made the blocks for the building himself. The initials JPL on
the top of the building was J. P. Larson, the contractor. Three other
buildings in town were made of these blocks; they are at 121 South
Broadway, 301 1st Avenue SW, and 35 3rd Avenue NW. The Pelican
Rapids Press has occupied the building since its construction.
Originally, Charles Cranston established the Pelican Rapids Press in
1897. He sold the paper to E.L. Peterson, who had come from Rice
County.
The Press was not the first newspaper in Pelican Rapids. In 1882, A.
DeLacy Wood started the Pelican Rapids Times. The Times had several
owners until it was purchased by A.E. Rathbun.
The Press was originally located in the basement of the post office,
which is currently the Strand Hardware lot. When the Press building was
finished, the mold was sold to a Mr. Gilbertson, who had a gravel pit on
South Broadway. Gilbertson continued to make and sell this unique type
of concrete block for some years.
The Press remained in the Peterson family until Gary and Richard
Petersons’ retirement in 2002.

E. L. Peterson put many miles on his wagon, delivering countless
newspapers during his career. Here he is with what appears to be
mailbags on his way to the railroad depot, to send them on the train.
Years later, the wagon was stolen from his grandsons Gary and Richard.
Note the distinct molded brick design on the Press building, which was
built in 1909 and continues to serve as the local newspaper headquarters.

Newspapers:

Pre-internet ‘social media’
Continued from Page1
papers “are likely the only surviving documentation of the daily lives of your ancestors.”
Looking back through columns of the 60s
and 70s, the names change, but the activities,
not so much. How wonderful. How comforting.
A steady drumbeat of things that matter and a
sense of home. A shower for a hopeful bride.
The birth of a baby. An anniversary. The feeling
that people loved you enough that you could
stop by anytime for coffee and know you’d be
welcomed with open arms.
Unlike Facebook, the stories were mostly
positive, although bad things happened then,
too, of course.
But who can argue with families and friends
getting together to celebrate the good things?
So much better than arguing with our cousin
over vaccines on Facebook, even though we
fully realize doing so will make the next family
gathering awkward.
To the women who stood watch and told our
story, hats off to you. Thank you for taking the
time to write the story of us in the town that
made us. We mattered. Our boring little lives
mattered. And from the vast record of “us” you
left behind, you knew it all along.

Unlike Facebook, the newspaper social items
were mostly positive, although bad things
happened then, too, of course.
But who can argue with families and friends
getting together to celebrate the good things?
Left, he late Mary
Carol Peterson,
wife of publishereditor Gary
Peterson, wrote
the “social
column” that
appeared in the
Press.
Right, a
newspaper
promotional ad in
the Press, from
the late 1960s.

Pelican Rapids school life a lot different in 30s, 40s
Attending school in rural Minnesota in the 1930s and
40s was very different from today. The book “Our Home
Town, Pelican Rapids in the 30s and 40s” by the late
Kathryn Lee Elton highlights some stark differences.
Janitor lived at the school
Being the janitor and caretaker of Pelican Rapids School
was indeed a full-time job for Oscar Nelson. Controlling
the furnaces required constant attention, so the school had
a small apartment in the lower-level where Nelson and his
wife lived.
“He was such a kind-hearted guy who loved the children,
although they had to ensure that their living quarters were
off-limits,” recalls Elton. “We remember how Oscar used
a water hose to make a long ice slide from the building
down to the playground. We would either slide on pieces
of cardboard or else wear out our snow suits.”
No hot lunch
With no kitchens or hot lunch programs, kids who lived
in town had to walk home at lunchtime, no matter how far
away they lived. As a result, some kids would bring lunch
to school in a brown paper sack, especially during freezing
winter days.

Congratulations
Pelican Press!
Thank you to our wonderful
community for supporting all
of our small town businesses!

Elton recalls that the high school kids “from the country”
always brought their lunch and would eat it in the lower
hallway by the locker rooms or in the ping-pong room.
Rural kids rented
rooms in town
Rural parents had to drive their kids to town or make
arrangements for them to stay in town during the school
week. Some kids rented rooms in town, a few doing housework to pay for their room and board.
School bus service began in 1937 when Russell Knutson
furnished the first school bus with a wood frame. During
WWII, bus service was minimal because of gas and tire rationing.

863-1600 Down Town Pelican Rapids

The old Pelican High School

CONGRATS
on 125 years
of publication!

Hard work. Dedication. Perseverance. You did it!
“You are never too old to set another goal or to dream
a new dream.” —C.S. Lewis
Best wishes!

888.992.7844 | arvig.com
•

Janitor lived at
school, no hot
lunch, lots of
walking for
Pelican kids

©Arvig 2022

Congratulations
Pelican Rapids Press
on 125 years.
Thank you for sharing
the news in
Otter Tail County.
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Folks spanning decades, age one
to 100, posed for special Pelican
Rapids Centennial photo in 1983

at the Rapids

This photo was taken May 1, 1983. This group of 100 gathered for a photo to kick off
the Pelican Rapids Centennial celebration. Ages are from 1 to 100.
Pelican Rapids Press readers were kind enough to pin down names. The Oldest is in
the far, top right position.
Printed here are the names, with the numbers being one year old up to age 100, left
to right.

1. Anne Bratlie
2. Mollie Holmgren
3. Jake Seifert
4. Spencer Paulson
5. Heather Seifert
6. Christopher Olson
7. Amy Forsgren
8. Brian Olson
9. Jana McMillen
10. Monica Johnson
11. Chad Silseth
12. Brad Jenson
13. Lori Klein
14. Craig Irey
15. Michael Forsgren
16. Gary E. Peterson
17. Donald Sorum
18. Stacee Zierke
19. Richard Fossen
20. Nancy Martin
21. Ann Irey

22. Dawn Soberg
23. Everett Ballard
24. Lisa Ouren
25. Cheryl Brenna
26. Scott Fox
27. Stuart Restad
28. Connie Evenson
29. Mary Bratlie
30. JoAnn Frazier
31. Clyde Bratlie
32. June Berg
33. James Christianson
34. Steven Zimmerman
35. Dotty Estes
36. Marilyn Gilbertson
37. Richard Jenson
38. David Gilbertson
39. Earl Carlson (Dent)
40. Keith Klein
41. Leonard Zierke
42. Karen Homan
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The youngest is believed to be the baby in the first, seated row—dead center: Anne
Bratlie.
The row on the floor begins with number to “2” Mollie Holmgren, and moves from left
to right—all the way to 100-year-old at the time, Pete Solum, far upper right.
The photo was a special centennial feature, 1893 to 1983.

43. Sandra Irey
44. Arlin Johnson
45. Shirley Huseby
46. Mary Carol Peterson
47. Gary Peterson
48. John Couture
49. Marlene Evenson
50. Verona Rollie
51. Ardis Restad
52. Richard Rollie
53. Jessie Pawlowski
54. Eulalie Smestad
55. Paul Pawlowski
56. William Lyon
57. Arthur P. Erickson
58. Mildred Martin
59. Wallace Hohman
60. Clifford Runningen
61. Elaine Femling
62. Cecil Femling
63. Walter Boe

64. Beatrice Orsund
65. Ervin Konold
66. Hilma Gjerde
67. Johan Peter Waller
68. Adella Knutson
69. Al Orsund
70. Russell Knutson
71. Howard Trigg
72. Bennett Sorum
73. Albert Schmidt
74. Gertrude Albright
75. Ernest Olson
76. Edith Berg
77. Otto Peterson
78. Eddie Herting
79. Lovilla Nichol
80. Sena Olson
81. Jack Krey
82. Minda Tinglestad
83. Ruth Stensgaard
84. Walt Hahn

85. Agnes Tollerud
86. Daisy Engh
87. Mark Hanson
88. Carl Westby
89. Kate Tolbert
90. Amy Haugee
91. Blache Gates
92. Alma Ruud
93. Ella Evenson
94. Olga Hexum (Fergus Falls)
95. George Haugrud (Barnesville)
96. Sophie Tanberg
97. Morgan Clauson
98. Alma Satersmoen
99. Sievert Rasmusson (Detroit
Lakes)
100. Pete Solum (Barnesville)

Neighbor newspaper Rothsay Record preceeded Pelican Press, in 1894
For a buck a day, in 1894, you could stay
at the “Hotel de Rothsay” and enjoy Breakfast at the “Cafe de Guderson.” While dining, you could pick up a copy of the
“Rothsay Record” newspaper.
The guys running the town, or so it seems
in readings of history from the day, were
the Cowie brothers. At one point in the
1890s, George M. Cowie was the postmaster and Rothsay’s first mayor; his brother
Albert E. Cowie was the principal of the
school. The brothers also published the
Rothsay Record newspaper.
A Rothsay newspaper continued under
the Cowie family, in various forms, including the “Rothsay Enterprise” until Feb. 11,
1960—when the final edition was published.
These chapters of Rothsay history are
courtesy Jaime (Cowie) Paulson, Pelican
Rapids.
“My Great-Grandfather, George M.
Cowie, established the ‘Rothsay Record’ in
(October) 1894; the first paper in Rothsay
and in 1911 at the age of 21 my Grandpa,
Robert S. Cowie became editor & publisher
of the ‘Rothsay Enterprise’ (formerly the
‘Rothsay Record’),” wrote Jaime.
Her father, Robert “Bobby’ Cowie, and
his father before him, continued the newspaper until 1961.
“My mother wrote a column for it,”
added Jaime. In fact, as a youngster in the
1950s, their family lived in the apartment
above the print shop.
Though the family was no longer in the
newspaper or printing business as she grew
up, she vividly remembers “playing downstairs in the shop”—no doubt staining her
fingers and clothing in ink.
Jaime’s brother Philip, whom folks know
as the burger guy at Maple Beach Grill on
Lake Lida, remembers attending Rothsay
Boy Scout meetings downstairs in the print

Cowie clan delivered
hometown news to
Rothsay area from
1894 to 1960

shop. Rothsay alumni may recall their
mother, Viola, who taught elementary
school and Chapter 1 in Rothsay.
There are a few copies of the Rothsay
paper floating around—but not many, evidently.
Jaime noted that “Ouse’s Museum,”
which was in a quonset west of Rothsay,
had Rothsay newspapers, but everything
was sold off quite a few years ago. Jaime
believes that the papers may have been
given to the Wilkin County Museum. “I believe the Pelican Press bought one of the
presses from them when the Rothsay newspaper went out of business,” said Jaime.
So, in total, the Cowie family were newspaper people for nearly 70 years.
“The Rothsay Record...is one of the
widely read and best papers of the county,
and is recognized as one of the bright exchanges of that locality,” stated one history
summary.
It positioned itself as “independent” politically, which has been typical for most
newspapers over the past century. But
there was a time when even smaller communities might have more than one weekly
newspaper—one possibly Republican-leaning; and one Democrat-leaning.
“Setting out its “mission statement” in
1894, the Cowies stated that one of the objectives of the newspaper was to “help advance and improve the business and social
interest of Rothsay and vicinity.” They also
stated that they would not attempt to convince any of their readers that their political
or religious opinions were wrong. Self-acknowledged Democrats, the Cowies promised to edit the newspaper as
“independents.”
And, for nearly seven decades, the
Cowies served the Rothsay area with hometown news—as political neutrals.
–Louis Hoglund, managing editor

R.S. Cowie, looking sad,
inspects the damages at the
Rothsay newspaper office,
following a fire. Date is
uncertain but possibly the
1920s.

Rothsay civic leader, from
the 1890s on, George M.
Cowie was not only a
newspaper publisher, mayor,
postmaster, and all-around
civic leader—he also ran for
higher office. Campaign
literature is pictured, left.
Date uncertain, but probably
early 1900s.

Left, a picture of Bobby
Cowie and his mother, Irene,
at the printing office in 1930.
(Presuming the calendar on
the wall is correct.)

The Cowie family has roots
stretching back to the very
founding of the town of
Rothsay—including the first
newspaper launched in 1894.
Descendents of Rothsay’s
city fathers are pictured here
in 2018: Jaime (Cowie)
Paulson and Phil Cowie.
Paulson was Pelican
Rapids’ “Ms. Oktoberfest” in
2018—note the familiar
Oktoberfest crown of autumn
leaves.
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“The Pioneer Ladies”
an uncommon group
of women publishers

Aurelia
Emma
Rathbun,
daughter of Park Region Pioneer
publishers, was an avid young
poet in 1897, inspiring young girls
from all over the country to reach
out to her after she won a writing
contest in a New York womens’
newspaper.

Anna Elizabeth Rathbun,
matriarch of the Rathbun family
and publisher of the Park Region
Pioneer - a predecessor to the
Pelican Rapids Press.

Aurelia’s
mother was not
the only woman
in the family to
run a newspaper.
Pictured right, is
her sister, Anna
Elizabeth
(Rathbun) Oliver, who worked as a compositor in the
office of her family’s newspaper Park Region Pioneer the direct predecessor to The Press - including the
business and editorial departments of the newspaper.
In 1894, she established the Cass County Pioneer in
Esterdy, MN, with her husband Arthur Oliver, whom she
met when he worked as a foreman at her family’s paper
in Pelican Rapids. The Cass County Pioneer, which
relocated to Walker in 1896, ran its presses until 1962.

Descendents of the
Rathbun publishing family,
stopped by the Pelican
Rapids Press in summer of
2022. Pictured here is
Sheila Watamaniuk with
her
husband
Trevor
Watamaniuk and daughter
Nicole Watamaniuk

Aurelia Emma Rathbun, teenage writer, a rare female
mention in 1897 Pelican Christmas edition

As I carefully paged through the delicate pages of
the special Christmas edition of The Press from
1897, Aurelia Emma Rathbun immediately jumped
out at me. Not only was she the first person highlighted in the booklet who wasn’t a man, but she was
also a teenager! A teenage girl - mentioned among
the usual big players in town - I was delighted. In researching her and her family a bit, I found that she
was not the only impressive woman in the Rathbun
family worth mentioning. Both her mother and her
sister ran newspapers that named their husbands as
publishers, but as it is noted below and in the obituary of Aurelia’s sister Anna Oliver, it was the women
who ran the show while their husbands were either
“hopelessly invalid” or primarily working elsewhere.
In 1888, Anna Rathbun said, “As far as we can
learn, the only newspaper in the world, the business
of whose office, in all it’s departments, is managed
entirely by women,” in an advertisement for her
paper. The women became affectionately known as
“The Pioneer Ladies” by neighboring papers.
- Nicole WK, staff writer
Following is the article about Miss Rathbun printed in that December 31, 1897, illustrated supplement to The Press:
AURELIA EMMA RATHBUN is the
youngest daughter of Alonzo E. and Anna E.
B. Rathbun, former publishers of the local
paper in Pelican Rapids. Aurelia was born in
a little log cabin on her father’s homestead in
Lida township, adjoining Pelican on the east;
date of birth was March 30, 1883-(consequently, she is now in her 15th year). In December of that year, the family moved to
Pelican Rapids, where Mr. R. purchased the
outfit and business of the Times, the first
paper published here, subsequently transferring his mortgaged homestead in payment,
and changing the name to The Park Region
Pioneer. He suffered from an injury received
in the war, and from other maladies, and
gradually sank into hopeless invalidism, so
that in 1887 the whole charge of the business

devolved on his wife.
Before the child was of school age, she
showed an aptitude for her lessons. Began to
attend school at the age of 5, and was always
faithful and interested in the work. Has enthusiastic affection for her early teachers,
among whom were the Misses Gladys Crandall, Lottie Knudson, and Bertha Leonard, all
of Pelican Rapids. Also feels much indebted
for encouragement and stimulus to Rev. C. J.
Swain, who was her last teacher in the village.
When, in the spring of 1891, the persistent
failure of her own health obliged Mrs. Rathbun to discontinue her paper and undertake
the culture and sale of summer flowers as a
resource, Aurelia became known as “the little
flower girl,” and for two or three seasons materially aided the income by canvassing the
village with buttonhole and vase bouquets.
She has evinced a propensity for the composition of rhymes, little stories, etc., ever
since she learned to write, and has had some
of her work published in various periodicals.
Last January a prize-offer in the children’s
department of “Woman’s World and Jenness
Miller Monthly,” published in New York City,
took Aurelia’s attention, and she wrote an article on the theme given–a description of her
home. It was published in the April number,
and was awarded the prize. In a note to the
editor of the department,-which also was
published, she expressed a wish for correspondence from ‘some of the other contributors.’ Since then, letters have poured in
upon her from young girls and ladies of all
ages residing in all parts of the United States
and some in British America. Gifts of useful
and entertaining reading matter and many
little souvenirs and mementoes, with now
and then some more substantial favor, have
been sent her. With boundless pleasure and
gratitude are these tokens of interest and
friendship received, and the wish to prove
worthy is often expressed.

‘Road to hell’ blocked in 1898, when
Rothsay voters denied liquor sales, as
reported in town’s weekly newspaper
The Cowie brothers had a
way with words. That’s part of
the reason George and Albert
were “kingpins” of the young
town of Rothsay back in the
1890s, and through the early
decades of the century.
Together, they were city and
school officials, postmasters,
principals—and newspapermen.
Reading headlines and stories of the era is a journey
back into newspaper verbiage
and writing of the day.
Introducing their newspaper
in 1894: “...We make our bow
and say to our readers: In
launching this ship upon the
sea of journalism, we have
these time-honored objects in
view. First, to building up an
honorable and lucrative business for ourselves. Secondly
to help advance and improve
the business and social interests of Rothsay and vicinity.
We will always strive to publish a clean and newsy paper
that will be a credit to ourselves and the village and will
expect to return the hearty cooperation and support of our
businessmen and citizens.”
Booze was an issue for
small towns across America,
and in 1898, when the
Cowie’s Rothsay Record reported on a town vote on the
sale of liquor, they hit the
readers with the headline at
right.

Rum, ruin and riot repudiated;
Rothsay remains redeemed.
The sluice gates of hell will not
be opened in Rothsay this year...
The results of the election: Rothsay voters cast
37 ballots against the sale of liquor, and 16 in
favor.
Of Scottish descent, the Cowies were probably
typical of the civic leaders of most early settlements on the rural frontier. “English-speaking
“Yankees” from further east in the U.S.” were
often the civic architects and governing authorities
in thriving new towns. They were familiar with
banking, municipalities, the law, U.S. small-town
capitalism—and they spoke the language.
These founders were the ones setting up businesses, mercantile and attorney offices—while
new Scandinavian immigrants homesteaded land,
and set about learning English and the ways of
business that took hold in the next generation.

| Written for THE PROGRESS |

| Written for THE PROGRESS |

THE SKY OF AN AUTUMN NIGHT.
AURELIA EMMA RATHBUN. [Aged 14 1/2 years]

AUTUMN.
AURELIA EMMA RATHBUN. [Age, 14 1/2 years]

The meteors shoot like sparks of fire,
The moon is almost gone,
The Northern Lights rise higher, higher,
And dance and dance, and never tire,
Until the break of dawn.

When comes the frost, and nights grow cold,
The leaves turn bright in red and gold;
They shimmer and shine,
They quiver and fall.
Never stopping to rest at all.

The milky way grows bright and clear,
With blazing diamonds set.
The Dipper turns as if with fear
Lest some lost lamb 'twould fail to steer,
Till sun its path has met.

The wind blows from the north in gales,
And scares the birds with mournful wails;
They gather in flocks,
They flutter and fly,
Twittering back a last good-by.

The bright stars sparkle everywhere,
As they in glory shine;
Their golden rays pierce through the air,
And do not seem so “high up there,”
So near to heaven's shrine.
Pelican Rapids, Minn.

Short grow the days and long the nights.
Bright is the sky with straw-stack lights;
They glimmer and glow,
They flicker and flash,
Darting up with a final dash.
The squirrels pick up grain all day.
The mice come in the house to stay;
They nibble and gnaw,
They scamper and squeak,
Into our garnered stores they sneak.
Squirrels and mice must have a share,
And selfish we would be to care.
The corn-crib is crammed,
The cellar the same,
Plenty there is for square and dame.
Pelican Rapids, Minn.

Aurelia Emma Rathbun, 15, as
pictured in the 1897 special Christmas
supplement to the Pelican Rapids
Press.
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Whether mechanical—or computer—breakdowns have
‘stopped the presses’ through the history of newspapers
Mechanical breakdowns with the presses—and computers in the modern era—have been a plague of newspapers for centuries.
This item was published in the Pelican Rapids Press
in 1983:
“Newspapers today are dependent on computers and
electronic equipment, usually very dependable, but
also very difficult to repair when something goes
wrong.
The typesetting machine used by the Press ran true
to form this week, proving very dependable until midafternoon Tuesday, when it proved not just difficult
but impossible to repair. A replacement was found,
and things began moving again. Not, unfortunately, in
time to meet our regular schedule of distribution.”

Indoor and Outdoor Banners
NORTH IMMANUEL SQUARES
SPORTSMEN'S RAFFLE
Name_____________________________________
Address___________________________________
__________________________________________
Telephone No.______________________________

Laminating and MUCH MORE!

NORTH IMMANUEL SQUARES
SPORTSMEN'S RAFFLE
1st Prize - SAVAGE AXIS-$410
2nd Prize - $250 Gift Certificate
3rd Prize - $150 Gift Certificate
Drawing to be held at North Immanuel Church
Saturday, December 3, 2022
Need not be present to win
Proceeds for Church Elevator Upkeep
Tickets $10

Raffle Tickets

Contact the Press at 218-863-1421
or ads@pelicanrapidspress.com
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Voting activist was a womens movement leader
with Otter Tail connections—over a century ago
By Pamela Hovland
Guest contributor

In the summer of 2020, the centennial
year of the passing of the 19th amendment,
I reached out to the staff at the Otter Tail
County Historical Society to gain some insight on where to begin my search for interesting stories of local suffragists. I was
curious to find out if there was an organized effort demanding women’s voting
rights in this remote part of the country
during the late 1800s/early 1900s. If so,
who was leading the charge?
What strategies were employed? What
forms did the local resistance take?
Missy Hermes, Education Coordinator at
the Historical Society, responded enthusiastically to my inquiry. “I’m so glad you
asked! I love this subject.” Due to the pandemic regulations and programming cancellations that summer, Missy and her
colleagues were eager to share what they
had learned from the Society’s archives,
even with an audience of one.
“We had very few outright suffrage activists who participated in marches and parades or went on hunger strikes,” Missy
explained. “That just wasn’t the Otter Tail
County style then or now. It was more subtle. Women’s club members supported
woman suffrage. Women (and some men)
conducted letter-writing campaigns to legislators urging their support. Speakers
from the Minnesota Woman Suffrage Association and the Women’s Christian Temperance Union appeared at churches to
promote the issue. Many of these activities
radiated out of Fergus Falls to neighboring
towns like Pelican Rapids.”
Missy went on to tell me about Caroline
Cringstad, one of her favorite local suffra-

With her traveling bags, in Hurdsfield, North
Dakota.

Pelican native
among few who
remember Press
publisher as 4-H
leader in 1930s

Editor’s note: Over the past few years,
Pamela Hovland has been researching,
writing, and making visual work on the
subject of women’s
suffrage in both her
adopted state of
Connecticut and her
home state of Minnesota.
She is interested in
finding – and then
sharing – more nuanced
stories of the women involved in the
sustained movement over a century ago.
Hovland is a Pelican Rapids native, and
returns to her hometown every summer.

The Minnesota Suffrage Association was established in 1881. The
Minnesota legislature granted women the right to vote in presidential
elections in 1919 and later that year, on September 8, it became the
fifteenth state to ratify the 19th Amendment. Minnesota women played an
important role in this victory.

Caroline Cringstad, a Norwegian immigrant who became a successful
traveling saleswoman in Otter Tail County, also sold her ideas promoting
women's suffrage. She later became the first woman mayor in northern
Minnesota and appointed herself the Chief of Police. She was rarely seen
without her six-guns or her cigar.

gists. And she put me in touch with Caroline’s great-niece who, as it turns out, lives
in New York City, not far from my Connecticut home. A phone call to Kathryn
Leigh Scott confirmed what I had read
about Caroline; that hers was a story that
deserves to be shared.
Once you know even a fragment of Caroline Cringstad’s story, it is unlikely you’ll
forget her anytime soon.
Caroline was a Norwegian immigrant
who settled in Fergus Falls around the age
of 23. Like many immigrants from Scandinavia at that time, she was attracted to the
familiar geography and climate Minnesota
offered as well as the opportunities for
prosperity.
Traveler Caroline Cringstad advocated for women's right to vote wherever she went.
Caroline was an entrepreneur. It didn’t
take long before she became a wildly successful traveling saleswoman. In that role, ally wore men’s clothing. She apparently
County but in her adopted country.
she would’ve stopped often in Pelican
had multiple suitors but never married. In
I wish the history textbooks in the PeliRapids to sell a variety of products, includ- fact, it seems highly likely that Caroline was
can Rapids schools had introduced me to
ing electric corsets and undergarments
a member of the LGBTQ community as Caroline Cringstad and her influential conmarketed as having ‘wondrous therapeutic there is at least one well-documented
temporaries (like Hannah Kempfer, for exbenefits.’ From her horse-drawn buggy
amorous relationship with a woman in ample). I’m quite sure this local personality
(pulled by rare twin horses that had been
would’ve captured my attention, and the
New York City, an employee at the same
shipped to Minnesota from Norway), Car- corset company that Caroline worked for.
story of suffrage would’ve come alive. Then,
oline also sold Elgin watches, Kodak camas now, I crave hearing about the women
True to her enterprising
eras, Singer sewing machines, fancy
character, Caroline amassed many home- who campaigned for their enfranchisement
jewelry, and steamship tickets to and from
by employing a range of strategies to gain
steads in northern Minnesota and North
Norway. And, she sold her strongly held Dakota, as well as rental properties and
supporters — through marches, rallies,
position that women must be granted the
brochures, banners, petitions, speeches,
even a Ford garage. She also became the
right to vote. Carfirst woman and appeals to the legislature and Conoline was per- Caroline pursued a life that ignored obstacles to mayor
in gress. The suffragists were often the brunt
plexed that ‘the
n o r t h e r n of public outrage and ridicule; some were
women’s achievement. Her charisma and
land of opportuMinnesota, even abused for their efforts. These are the
nity’ prohibited
in the town stories that would’ve appealed to my curiintelligence ... enabled her to galvanize other
her from casting a
of Erskine, ous brain; I was searching for strong, indewomen to push for equality at the ballot box. where she pendent, and idiosyncratic women as role
ballot. After all,
she had grown up
lived until models. Caroline Cringstad is whom I was
in Norway, a startlingly egalitarian country her death at 85. In photographs found in a looking for and whom other young girls
at the time (and the first sovereign nation trunk of her belongings, Caroline poses would benefit from learning about today.
to grant suffrage).
Over a century ago, Caroline knew
confidently in a military-style uniform.
Caroline was an iconoclast. A trailblazer. During her tenure as mayor, she apparently
women were not yet equal, and she also
A mover and shaker. An outsider with an
knew that individually and collectively, we
appointed herself the Chief of Police and
outsize personality. In a short self-pub- determined that this additional responsi- won’t be ignored. In 2022, our equality
lished book written by Ms. Cringstad’s
under the law is still unfinished business.
bility required a custom ensemble.
great-niece, Caroline is described as indeSo when you cast your ballot on NovemCaroline pursued a life that ignored obfatigable with a natural instinct for self- stacles to women’s achievement. Her ber 8, join me in channeling your inner
promotion. In today’s parlance, she knew
charisma and intelligence, her line of work Caroline Cringstad. Stand up for the
how to “build her unique brand.” Even
and determination, as well as her highly ef- women and girls you know and don’t yet
for the time period, she was phoknow, in Otter Tail County and in destinafective marketing skills, enabled her to galtographed frequently, and she used the im- vanize other women to push for equality at tions far from here. Our causes are also
ages for her newspaper ads. In photographs the ballot box. But it was her unfettered theirs.
and in daily life, Caroline was rarely seen
imagination that seemed to fuel her. She
Like Caroline, we have important work
without her six-guns. She enjoyed smoking had the rare ability to envision a different to do.
cigars and drinking whiskey. She occasion- society for women — not only in Otter Tail

Dear Publishers,
Thank you for the article (April 7, 2022) regarding E. L. PETERSON!!
We met in the Congregational Church in a
Sunday school class. However, before that, my
grandparents subscribed to the paper, and I
saw Mr. Peterson pulling his steel-wheeled
wagon full of papers when riding to town with
my Dad in the 1924 Dodge roadster.
About 1937, when a member of the Pelican 4H Club, Mr. Peterson was a club leader he
would walk from The Press office, passing
Thompson car repair, Erickson-HellecksonVye Lumber Yard, Dahl Bakery, the bank

building (now the Pool Hall) and the south end
of the J.P. Wallace Bank, cross the main street
to the Fire Hall. At that time, a stairway went
up to the second floor of the Fire Department,
and that is where the 4-H Club had monthly
meetings for a while.
Years ago, I was reading through my Dad's
diary that he kept from 1917 through 1925 and
found three entries.
The first was September 24, 1918: “Mr.
E.L. Peterson came out and helped me stack.”
Sept. 25: “Mr. Peterson helped me stack
(new 2a.piece).”
Sept. 26: “Mr. Peterson came out, and we

put in two loads from 8 to 6:30, one team.”
Loads refers to using the hay fork to unload
the hay rack by horsepower. Mr. Peterson was
about 50 years in age, and my Dad was 46.
Thanks to Mr. Paul Gubrud (Press special
correspondent) for this article and many other
articles pertaining to the past.
Comparatively, here our Zion Evangelical
Lutheran Church is celebrating its 125th anniversary of establishment, and the program
was in May.
J.W. Lockhart
The Dalles, Oregon

125 Years of Local News!

Congratulations

to the Pelican Rapids Press!
PELICAN RAPIDS | 218.863.6688

www.mn-bank.bank
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Hometown newspaper was the ‘social media’ of bygone days
Who got married?
Who’s in the hospital?
Who visited who—and
who poured the punch...
By Tom Albright
Guest contributor

The Pelican Rapids Press is a much different newspaper
today than it was in the 1950s and 1960s. It was then like
a “social media” newspaper.
Each edition had photos of engagement announcements
and wedding photos, much of which were taken by Zierke
Pelican Rapids native Tom Albright, but transplant to Arizona,
Studio. You didn’t need to attend the ceremony. By reading reading
his Pelican Rapids Press in the southwestern USA
the detailed column, you felt like you had.
sunshine.
You learned what church; who performed the ceremony;
From afar, Albright has been a faithful “Pelican Booster,” and a
what flowers decorated the Altar. Who was the organist loyal reader of the Pelican Press. Look carefully, and you’ll notice
and singers—And what songs they sung. Brides’ and a pelican—theme coffee mug, and a pair of pelican statues on
Bridesmaids’ wedding dresses and who made them; what each side of his lawn chair.
jewelry was worn? Who the bridesmaids were, and where
they came from? Who was the Best Man; the Groomsmen.
Who the Bride’s and Groom’s mothers were, and what they
are? Who gets to greet the new baby at home?
wore—including their corsages? Who gave the reception in
There were the happenings in Pelican during the week.
the Church Parlor. Who poured the coffee, and who served
Church events; and who had weekend guests—who they
the punch bowl. Who made the cake; who cut and served were and where they came from? The phrase “a good time
the cake, and what kind of cake; who were the gift bear- was had by all” was often used here. This column had anyers...Who opened the gifts. Who were the kitchen helpers. thing in it: A family lost their pet Bunny this week, The
Where the happy newlyweds were going on their honeyFamily Mourns.
moon? Where they were going to be employed? And where
Merchants “read the Pelican news” over
they were going to be living?
Fergus Falls radio station
There was also the Pelican Valley
There was a Fergus Falls radio station that carThe phrase “a good time
Hospital Notes. This gave info on who
ried a twice-a-week 15-minute morning broadcast
was admitted during the week and was had by all” was often of Pelican News. This was read by some of the Pelwho was released from the hospital used in the “social columns” ican Merchants: Orlando Olson, Walt Boe, Vinduring the week. Names and all. There
cent Lodin, and Miss Alice Foley.
in newspapers of
was also information on births. Who
Alice was a Pelican Rapids icon. She worked for
the Bundle of Joy was, boy or girl?
many years for Nord Brothers Hardware, as a
yesteryear.
And who the lucky family members
clerk and saleslady. They were known for many

For 125 years, folks have been
reading the Press in Pelican Rapids,
the farm, lakes area ... and beyond !

years as Marshal Wells Hardware, and at the end, I believe
they were a Hardware Hank.
Miss Alice Foley always greeted everyone with a smile.
They say she knew everyone in town by name, including
their children’s names; what the families’ occupations
were, etc.
There is a 50-year newspaper article all about Alice’s life,
which my family saved. She was a longtime dear friend of
my mother’s and a longtime member of the Pelican Rapids
Homemakers group, which stayed together for many years.
I loved going to their dinners and picnics. These Women
were all amazing cooks, and everything was homemade.
Delicious! One thing about Alice, she always gave the census takers a hard time. She never gave her age to anyone.
Local newspapers had a “recycled” use—
though not commonly known
Some people called the Pelican Rapids Press the “Weekly
Wipe.” During the ’50s and ’60s, there were very few public
restrooms, and they were few and far between. We learned
to know where the outhouses were. Some of the country
schools still had them. The township’s parks had them.
Some of the churches still used them; cemeteries too. We
used them when we were driving the county roads, and we
needed that sudden, necessary stop. We often found a copy
of the Pelican Rapids Press was left behind in many of the
outhouses. That’s where the Weekly Wipe name came
from.
Every Thursday, the Pelican
Press was in the mailbox
The Albright family always had P.O. Box number 31 at
the old Post Office on Broadway on the corner of West 108.
In 1963 the USPS moved to the new present post office.
We continued to have P.O. Box 31.
On Thursdays, we always opened our box with anticipation. We knew The Pelican Rapids Press new edition would
always be in there. We carried the paper into the living
room and at night into our bedrooms to read in bed before
we turned the bedside table lamp light out.
The Pelican Rapids Press was always the “Heart” of Pelican Rapids for those who live here. Also, for those who
have moved away but once lived here—and for those who
want to live here.
And it’s still the same today.

Congratulations to the Pelican Press for
125 years of continuous service!

21 N. Broadway, Pelican Rapids
218-863-4040

Checking the local newspaper at the recent Pelican
Rapids High School 1997 football reunion Oct. 14 are
four of the team members. The squad was the only
Pelican football team in history to win the state
championship.
From left, Matt Terry, Erik Kuvaas, Trent Hagen, and
assistant coach Chuck Evert

Showing of 1997 football documentary
will be November 19
Reliving the 1997 Pelican Rapids High School football
season has been an “emotional experience” for Trent Hagen.
And he’ll be sharing the story of the state championship
team at a special showing of a new film he is creating. Hagen
has edited film from 25 years ago into a documentary. Plus he
has interviewed numerous coaches and players from the
period.
The premiere showing will be Nov. 19 at another special
event marking the 25th anniversary of the season. The
documentary will be shown at the Fine Arts Auditorium, 3 p.m.
There will be a meet and greet after the film, and an
opportunity to ask questions of Hagen and the players and
coaches in attendance.

Where Friends Meet

Congratulations
to the
Pelican Press!

All of your breakfast & lunch favorites!

Burger Night
B
Every
Thursday!

HOMEMADE
Rolls
Baked Goods
Pies
Soups
Sandwiches
Salads
Burgers
Coffee Drinks
Beer & Wine
NEW options for specials...
watch our FB page!
218.863.6607
218
863 6607 | Do
Downtown
nto n Pelican Rapids

Tammy Kinsella

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 8 AM - 2 PM
THURSDAY NIGHTS 4 PM - 7 PM

The Pelican Rapids Press is
observing its 125th year of
continuous publication throughout
2022 and 2023.
As a special feature, we’re
publishing photos of folks reading
the Press at points near and far—
throughout the newspaper’s 125th
year!
Please snap a photo with the
Press, with a landmark,
landscape, or historic backdrop—
or take a photo in your backyard!
Include your name(s), and a
sentence or two about your
travels—and email to managing
editor Louis Hoglund.
news@pelicanrapidspress.com

We are truly grateful to have our
Pelican Rapids Press
throughout the years!
Photo taken in 1956 when regular gas sold for 26¢ per gallon.

Since May 15, 1926
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38 of pelican ‘friends’ were created to
celebrate Pete’s 50th birthday. Viking Elementary
students, above, helped to make “Rocky and his
fish Hippie,” at left. 478 K-6 students, 96 Head
Start, 28 ECFE, and 100 child care provider
students contributed to the project.

Press publishers led the charge to
celebrate Pete’s 50th birthday
How do you celebrate a 50th birthday? With
securing artists, and planning the unJeff and Julie Meyer veiling
black balloons, lots of cake, friends, and family
party.
close by? When it became clear that our own
When the idea was presented at the
formed Friends of
Pelican Pete was nearing his 50th birthday, a
Rapids Chamber of Commerce
Pelican Pete committee Pelican
need to do “something” to commemorate PelAnnual Meeting in September 2006,
ican Rapids’ best-known tourist attraction was to organize creation of the group had their fingers crossed that
clear.
“maybe we would have 20 businesses
mini-Pete statues
The main question was, “what do we do?”
and organizations who would want to
Many other communities had generated inhave a pelican.” After the initial meetterest by creating large animals and figurines,
ing and articles in the Pelican Rapids
as in the Charles M. Schultz “Lucy” character in St. Paul,
Press, 38 businesses, organizations, and individuals
the Cow in Chicago, and closer to home, the Bison in Fargo,
stepped up to the plate to have a Friend created for Pete’s
and the Sunfish in Detroit Lakes.
party in August 2007.
Keeping this in mind, a group of optimistic local volunInitially, the committee wanted to include all known
teers asked, “Why not pelicans in Pelican Rapids?”
local artists in the selection process as well as issue an inJulie Meyer and her husband Jeff, publishers of the Pelvitation to artists who had worked on other community
ican Rapids Press, researched other cities that had tackled
sculptures. Letters, phone calls, and conversations resulted
this project and gathered a group of interested volunteers
in a wonderful group of talented people willing to work on
to serve on the Friends of Pelican Pete committee. Along
this birthday project. A special treat was the involvement
with Julie, the committee members Glenace Metcalfe,
of the Viking Elementary and Pelican Rapids High School
Glenys Ehlert, Cyndy Stotesbery, Maxine Ballard, Steve
students.
Zimmerman, and Nadine Wagner Brown worked on all asAs with any volunteer effort, there were highs and lows
pects of the project, from developing the actual pelican
in creating the project, but through it all, the group remold to contacting sponsors,
mained confident that it would be a success.

Julie and Jeff Meyer, publishers
of the Pelican Rapids Press since
2004.

Meyers carried on newspaper
tradition in Pelican Rapids
Pelican Rapids Press publishers, Jeff and Julie Meyer
met while attending Wadena Technical College for
Advertising Sales and Marketing.
Jeff grew up around newspapers and lived for a time in
an apartment above the newspaper office his step-dad,
Byron Higgen, ran. The first thing Byron did was strap a
camera around his neck and send him to events to take
photos for the newspaper.
Julie’s first job after graduating from Wadena Tech was
doing the layout for a shopper in Detroit Lakes.
The pair worked at various shoppers and newspapers
before eventually purchasing their first publication, the
Tri-County News, in Cottonwood, Minn., in 1989. They
purchased and have been the publishers of The Press
since 2004. They also own the Minneota Mascot,
published by Higgen until his retirement.
There have been many changes in the newspaper field
in those 33 years. They have seen the business come
from compugraphs to the internet and websites — from
developing film to digital and cell phone cameras, and will
most likely see many more changes in the near future for
the newspaper business.
The Meyers currently reside in Fort Meyers, FL, where
they own and operate the Stillwater Grill restaurant.

Who were the “models” in the original “Pelican Pete”
photo from the late 1950s? Former Pelican Rapids Press
staff writer Kelly Gorman pulled together available
information, and wrote this article, about 15 years ago.
If Press readers know any further details about this
classic Americana image, email news@pelicanrapidspress
Pictured about a half-century later, by one of the
miniature Pelican Petes at the Red River Valley Home and
Garden Show is Kris (Haukebo) Van, right—who is one of
the little girls in the classic postcard image.

The story
behind first
postcard of
famous icon

Images of Pelican Pete and his ‘pals’ were mailed all
over the world, as Pelican Pete’s fame spread
By Kelly Gorman
Past Pelican Rapids Press reporter

Pelican Pete is famous in his own right,
but perhaps viewed by more people than
the actual structure is the postcard picture
of him taken by Leonard Zierke not long
after its construction.
If you’ve ever seen the picture labeled
beneath with “World’s Largest Pelican”
you will notice 12 people scattered around
Pete and across the dam’s bridge.
The late Pelican resident Sandy Irey
identified all the people who were in the
photo.
She should know too, because she is the
second girl from the left.
“My father, Vernon, was the secretary
treasurer of the Chamber then and he set
up the photo,” recalled Irey in a previously published Press article. She was
Sandy Albright at the time of the photo.
“It seems everyone in the picture was a
relative or friend of our family. The reason behind the picture was to ultimately
sell lots of postcards and promote more
visits to see the big pelican. The traditional scene reflects a small-town ideal.
There is the young boy fishing, the
group of young ladies holding a conversation at the tail of the big bird, and scattered clumps of adults holding serious
conversations; soaking up the sunshine
and enjoying the riverside in Pelican
Rapids.
The interesting thing to note is that

none of the people in the picture are looking at Pelican Pete.
The message seems to be. “He’s not just
to look at, you can hang out with him
too.”
Young Miss Sandy Albright, age 17, has
already been pointed out as the second
girl in the photo. The first girl on the left
is Carol Boe, whose father was Walt Boe,
the owner of Walt’s Food Market in town.
The girl at the tail of Pete is Darlene
Resset, whose father and uncle, Anton
and Ted Resset, built the metal frame for
the pelican.
The small children next to the fishing
boy are Kris and Tim Haukebo, children
of Olive Haukebo, who is the woman
standing next to the dam. The girl on the
rock is Patty Peterson, and the sitting
woman talking with Olive is Irey’s
mother, Gertrude Albright. The two men
over the dam were unknown tourists
talked into being a part of the frame,
along with Carol Borge, a friend of
Sandy’s and daughter of a town dentist.
The last person on the right in the photograph is the only person Irey couldn’t
quite remember —the fishing boy. She
said she was pretty sure he was a Rockne
and that his dad either owned a grocery
store or worked for Walt Boe at his.
As for the photo itself, Mel Zierke recalls that his dad had to stand in hip boots
in the Pelican River to get the right angle
on the shot.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
PELICAN RAPIDS PRESS!
Through the many years & logos
Super Septic has been proudly
advertising and supporting the
Pelican Rapids Press since 1993.

to serving the Pelican Rapids
community to another

ons,
Pelican Rapids Press

keeping the community connected
through local news

11 S. Broadway | Member FDIC
37937
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Postcards from the water’s edge

Are all
fishermen
liars...
...Or do only
liars fish?...

Big fish stories have drawn
tourists to Pelican lakes area for
more than a century—lured by
enterprising photographers
and their gag images
Modern photographers, graphic artists and publishers think
they know it all—with their fancy computer-enhanced art and
“photo-shop” software and high technology.
Some of these “big fish” gag photos have been published
before in the Press, but we can’t resist featuring them again in
our 125th-anniversary edition. Fishing has always been part of
the economic development “formula” in the Pelican lakes area,
dating back more than a century. These photos are from the
Tom Albright collection, and several included a convenient
postmark date to give us a timeline.
• The photo of the guy in the row boat, with the text “The one
that didn’t get away, Pelican Rapids” was postmarked 1910.
• The image with the giant bass and the curious folks on the
docks, labeled “Fishing is good...”, is postmarked 1927. A
careful look at the copywrite shows 1915.
• “Wonderful Fishing Here” is postmarked 1966, Pelican
Rapids Minn.
• The staged photo of the big fish and the five guys includes
the text “A big fish caught in Lake Lizzie, Dunn’s Resort.”
The fifth photo we include for fun; as the best-dressed fishing
gentlemen, below. We have no background on the image, but
we found it interesting that these chaps wore their “Sunday-goto-meeting-duds” for a fishing excursion—including neckties,
from what we can tell.
Of course, the Pelican lake, farm, and field area is also
known for hunting. So we included another marvel created in
an old-fashion photo darkroom. With computer technology, this
altered image of ducks everywhere could be created in
minutes. But back in the day, some poor fools probably spent
hours upon hours doctoring this photo and its plentiful
waterfowl. The postcard is labeled “A good day for Ducks, at
Pelican Rapids Minnesota.”
—Louis Hoglund, managing editor

